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Abstract 

For the last four years, my theatrical experiences at Ball State 
have been both amazing and often frustrating. Many times I 
have wondered if what I am learning is helping me pursue my 
career goals and aspirations. Dealing with rejection and aspiring 
to become a better artist can be a roller coaster of a ride. Every 
year, a handful of Ball State Department of Theatre and Dance 
students are selected to direct a production of their choosing. 
Having spent a semester abroad in Australia, where I read 
several Australian playwrights, I discovered the play Love 
Child. This story strikes right at the heart of the human 
experience and explores this idea of, "the need to be known." 
Both artistically and personally, I knew I wanted to direct this 
show and use it as a basis for my honors thesis. This binder 
contains my entire process in analyzing and directing a show 
that was beyond any project I have ever done. This process is a 
small reflection of my personal and artistic growth over the last 
four years and represents the best and most trying lessons of my 
educational experience. 
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Why Direct? 

I wanted to direct simply because so often in theatre, we have little say 

over the work we wish to do. And I would rather have opportunities that allow me to 

do work that appeals to who I am and what I love, rather than simply have 

experience that looks good or builds up my resume. Given the opportunity to choose 

and direct whatever play I wish, is not an opportunity that comes along very often, 

especially to young, inexperienced directors. In a way, it is another step in me taking 

my career into my own hands and not looking to anyone else to make things happen 

for me. I do not care how often I work or am involved in a theatrical production but 

rather what is the goal/purpose/journey of each particular production with which I 

am involved. I was instilled from a very early age with the idea of excellence and 

that is what I strive for in every area of my life, whether or not I am successful is 

another story, but I believe in not selling myself short. The work in theatre is not 

about what "I" do but about the collective group effort, and since I am an actress as 

well, it is sometimes difficult to attain that. As a director, though, I am able to 

project my vision and lead a group of people in working toward and achieving 

something that is not only impactful/entertaining but enjoy the process of 

discovering and working together. My goal is two-fold in this production: create an 

environment where we are free to explore and learn and two, bring to life a story that 

people will still think about a week, a month, or even a year later; not because it was 

"good" but because it touched a part of their lives and made them reevaluate their 

own lives and experiences. 



Why Love Child? 

During my sophomore year, I spent a semester abroad in Perth, Australia, 

studying at Edith Cowan University. However, as amazing as my experience was, 

it was more difficult than I ever imagined. Looking back on those five months, I 

endured some of the most difficult and loneliest times of my life. Yet, I am 

grateful for that time because it resulted in more growth and inner awareness than 

I anticipated or could ever convey. I had more free time than I really knew what 

to do with and so I made one of my goals to read as many plays as I could, 

especially plays that I wouldn't have heard about in the states. Love Child was the 

first of four Joanna Murray-Smith plays I read and when I finished it the first 

time, I sat on my floor and cried, reflecting on a story that hit my heart's center. I 

felt like I had become more aware simply by reading about Anna and Billie and I 

felt connected to them because here I was on the other side of the world, and like 

them, struggling, hurting, trying to push away my own feelings ofloneliness and 

battling the doubts I had about my own self-worth and who I was. Therefore, I 

knew that when I read Love Child that it was the play I wanted to direct when I 

returned to Ball State. No play I've ever read has affected me more. Maybe it was 

the timing. Maybe it was the place I was at personally, emotionally, and 

spiritually. Maybe it was because I wanted something that I had not seen 

performed or talked about by my peers and professors. 

But more than those things, I wanted to choose something that was a 

challenge both for me and the actors and that would be a journey for us to take 

together. Although the characters are (in the play's context) Australian, their story 

is universal. The text and the relationships are the focus of this play. It is in 

Murray-Smith's carefully crafted and often poetic dialogue that these two women 

are unveiled. The characters are a challenge and the dialogue has a strong 

complex intensity that ebbs and flows throughout the play. The action is minimal 

and the actors cannot rely on blocking or spectacle to present this story. 



On a deeper level, this play speaks of the desire to be whole, complete. 

Billie and Anna are both emotionally fractured individuals whose connection to 

one another brings healing and release for both of them. In a larger context 

though, each person looks into this world for that one person (or few people) who 

will make them feel connected and a part of something larger than 

himselffherself. As a Christian, I have come to learn that ultimately only Christ 

can satisfy that longing in each of us. Others may complement and fill our lives 

but only He can truly fulfill our aching and longing hearts. My time in Australia 

made me once again question, look for, and depend upon Him in a way that I have 

never before or since experienced. I saw how much of my life was filled with 

things and relationships that couldn't/didn't fulfill my need to be loved and 

completed. This play speaks of that same deep longing and that is why each of us 

can identify and sympathize with these two women. We are each like Anna or 

Billie. As in Anna's case, we can deny and suppress our longings until we become 

emotionally bankrupt and forget how to love or even know what love is and looks 

like. Or if we're like Billie, we will bypass the truth and go to any lengths to find 

healing and acceptance even if it has the potential to destroy us. 

The journey each of them experiences brings healing but not completion. 

There is still a longing at the end of the play and things are not quite solved; yet 

there is still hope not only for the relationship between Anna and Billie but for 

them as individual women: no longer chained to the past but eagerly anticipating 

the future and what it holds. 



Love Child 
By Joanna Murray-Smith 

A. Important Terms and Statements 

1. Given Circumstances 

1.) Geographical Location: The play takes anywhere. As Murray-Smith writes, "one 

could literally be anywhere." The location of this play is not important as it is to be 

universal in its appeal and transcend a particular culture/country. The ambiguity of it 

is what helps establish the surreal, almost timeless feel to the story. 

2_) Date: Joanna Murray-Smith's writings often seem to appear timeless. They could 

happen any time/any where. Therefore, I believe that this play takes place in the fall. 

There is a tone of coolness to this play where the weather is neither warm, nor is it 

necessarily cold. Fall is the season of change and so I think that with that in mind and 

since the play is being performed in the latter part of the fall season, then it is 

important to make it appear as ifit is happening in the now. The play begins 

sometime in the late morning or early afternoon. It is a clear day, with no rain or 

humidity. 

3.) Economic Environment: Money isn't an important aspect of this play. I believe each 

woman views money with respect. Anna has had to work long and hard to make a 

living at what she does. She has a certain level of success and since she only has 

herself to look after, she can afford certain luxuries for herself and her apartment. She 

lives comfortably but frugally. Billie is at a sort of financial peak in her life. She has 

struggled as an actress and right now with her soap opera gig, she is able to pay the 

bills and afford to enjoy life a bit more. However, as her soap opera career isn't a 

guarantee at this point, she is still careful as to how she spends her money. 

4.) Political Environment: Politics does not have an impact on the play in that Anna 

fought for woman's rights when she was in her twenties. She grew up during the 

1960s, a time of great revolution in the way that blacks and women were treated. 

Anna fought for social change so that women of future generations would be able to 

choose for themselves and not be restricted by repressive gender expectations. 



However, in women like Billie, there is almost no appreciation or gratitude (in her 

mind) for the sacrifices she and other women of her generation made. 

5.) Social Environment: The social environment is closely intertwined with the political 

environment. Each woman is from a different kind of social upbringing. Anna's youth 

was filled with rules and restrictions that were not to be broken or crossed. Billie, on 

the other hand, is from a generation; where there is more freedom to choose the life a 

person wants to live. 

6.) Religious Environment: Religion isn't really a factor in this play in regards to the 

specificity of the individual characters. However, I believe the themes found in Love 

Child are quite profound and reflect a very essence of human nature and people's 

relationship to God. Each of these two women yearn to be whole: to be loved and 

needed and connected. I believe with every fiber of my being that within each of us 

that God implants that desire to be known. That is the universal theme in this play and 

although the characters find that by their inexplicable connection to one another, I 

believe it is reflective of that spiritual aspect of each of us. We want to be known and 

loved wholly and to be complete. And it is God who does this. This isn't important to 

the characters but to me as the director, I know what ultimately satisfies and 

completes, and it is this message of love and yearning that I want to come across. 

2. Atmosphere 

The atmosphere of this play is one of continual yearning. Both Anna and Billie 

yearn for that missing part of themselves to be filled. Anna for most of the play 

denies her yearnings while Billie is very aware of that desire to be connected with 

another person. Anna wants her accomplishments for the advancement of women to 

be recognized and appreciated by women of Billie's generation, while Billie charges 

that she should have helped "the one woman you brought into this world." Anna has 

suppressed all her emotions and feelings regarding love. She has built a fortress 

around her heart that has been impenetrable until Billie's arrival. All her dreams of 

motherhood and expressing that part of her femininity were buried deep within her 

when she gave up her daughter for adoption. She never wanted to be reminded of 

what could have been. She controls her feelings and thoughts about their reunion until 



the end of the play when all her repressed hopes and feelings rise to the surface and 

for the first time, she allows herself to mourn and yearn for what might have been and 

what might still be. Billie, though, is very forward about her yearning for her mother 

and having the continuum: that cycle of connecting that occurs between mothers and 

their babies. Hers is a fayade, though. Being one who claims "facts bore me," her 

desire to feel connected propels her to reach out to a woman who is not connected by 

similar blood but by similar circumstance. It is the child crying out within her that 

reveals not a manipulative woman but a young girl who wants 'to be held.' 

3. Subject 

The subject of this play is "the need to be known" (Murray-Smith). Inside each 

one of us, we yearn to be loved and recognized for who we are, nothing more, 

nothing less. It has nothing to do with what we say or do. It's not about success, 

fame, or money. We want someone who's "hungry" for us and "proud" of all we do. 

lt is that connection with another person that defies logic and reason and is based 

completely in love and acceptance. We desire that relationship that although isn't 

without flaws, doesn't have the walls and surface pleasantries that are so often 

prevalent. We want to be known, to be loved unconditionally, to be forgiven for our 

past mistakes, to be encouraged to strive for a better future, to be lifted when we fall, 

and to be cherished when everything about us is stripped away. The surface idea of 

this play is that it is found within a family: people who are connected by blood and 

genetics; however, it goes deeper than that as each character learns to love another 

because they both recognize and can fulfill a longing the other one has and to leave 

us with the hope that even the deepest wounds can heal. 

4. Theme 

The theme of Love Child is "Love belongs not only to blood ties, but may be 

summoned from the strange, [sometimes] bizarre connections between human 

beings." I think the overriding theme of this play reveals that love doesn't have to 

have reason or logic to exist between people. There is something within each soul 



that cries out and searches for love. To intimately connect with another person is 

to bring peace and healing. 

B. Structural Terms 

1. Plot 

The play begins with Billie dreaming about her mother and how she envisions 

their encounter. Then the next scene is the two women meeting for the first time. 

They give each other an intense hug. Billie is quite excited and happy to meet Anna, 

however, after the hug, Anna immediately begins treating Billie like a new 

acquaintance and not her long lost daughter. The two women talk and get to know 

one another. They share information about their careers and surface details of their 

lives. It soon becomes quite apparent that these are two very different women with 

completely different experiences. Anna is an editor who keeps her life as simple and 

neat as possible. Billie is a soap actress who likes clutter and who is bored with facts. 

Billie's profession as a soap actress appalls Anna who spent years fighting for 

women to be viewed as more than pieces of meat and doesn't understand why Billie 

is in a profession that doesn't contribute more to the world. Billie tells about Stuart, 

her ex-boyfriend and Anna tells about her life at college during the 1960s. Billie asks 

her ifshe ever thought about her and Anna says no. Confused by Anna's response, 

Billie describes her childhood and journey in finding Anna and is appalled when 

Anna comments "It's good to know that you were in good hands." Anna tells Billie 

that with the passing of so much time, they need to deal sensibly with the situation. 

They can look at it in context and see it as being a good thing. However, Billie isn't 

satisfied with that attitude and the conversation quickly changes over to Anna and 

her career as a film editor and her divorce from Edward Berg after twenty-five years. 

She explains that she didn't want to sink into suburbia and be mommy while he got 

to pursue his career and interests. Billie sees what a lonely, sheltered life Anna is 

leading and questions her about the lack of love, to which Anna replies, "I don't 

know about love any more." Billie then asks Anna to talk about when she had her 

and Anna tells her the story which surprisingly enough to Billie, as few details 



because Anna "can't remember." Billie becomes upset at this and begins to blame 

Anna. The two argue about their different perspectives and aren't able to understand 

each other. Billie claims that the way she treats her children will be different and 

can't understand why Anna is so devoid of emotion in meeting her daughter for the 

very first time. Anna, though, finally breaks and admits that she dreamt of Billie and 

that it nearly killed her. The two begin to dream together and Anna rejoices because 

she has hope again. But Billie's eyes are opened to what she has done and confesses 

to Anna the truth about her. Billie is not Anna's real daughter. Billie's birth mother 

died many years ago. Billie wanted to give them both a "gift," chance at "feeling 

connected." However, Anna is shattered and left with nothing ... But in actuality, it is 

the beginning of healing for her. She is able to begin her life anew again and now 

she and Billie both dream the same dream. 

2. Root Conflict 

In this play of only two characters, there is no true antagonist or protagonist. I 

believe it is a play that tells "their" story. Therefore, neither character is necessarily 

stronger than the other. For a long time, I believed the story was Anna's and then I 

changed my mind and saw it as Billie's journey. However, after talking at great 

lengths with Karen Kessler about the analysis of a play, I've come to the conclusion 

that some stories (plays) aren't just about one character. I watched the movie The 

Hours and realized that for each woman's journey was a section of the greater story 

that was being told. The same is true for Love Child. It allows the audience to 

identify with who they see the central character. Directing this show, I didn't want to 

take sides and produce one as the character with whom the audience should identify 

with most. However, I wanted to present both viewpoints, as these were the concepts 

that I originally created. 

The protagonist is Anna. She is the character who has the greatest journey in the 

play and with whom we most sympathize with. Anna must deal with her past and 

shed her protective coat over her life. She has denied access to her own reality for so 

long and it is only because of Billie that Anna is able to heal and come full circle 

with having been forced to give up her own child. Billie is the antagonist; although 

at first the play appears to be about her finding her mom, I see her more as the 



catalyst which forces Anna to recognize her loss and to live. Anna wants to maintain 

the control over her own life, thoughts, and emotions; however, Billie's desire for a 

mother and persistence in having Anna acknowledge her true feelings continues to 

act as a battering ram against Anna's protective wall. It'd be easy to think that this 

play is about Billie and it seems that way until the end. For it is Anna who allows 

herself to feel the pain of losing her child and allowing herself to once again hope for 

that almost impossible dream of reconnecting and establishing a relationship with 

her daughter. 

Billie is the protagonist. It is her journey to find that love and identity that each 

person searches to attain. It dispels the notion that "blood is thicker than water" and 

allows the unattainable to happen: forgiveness for the lie she creates. Billie wants the 

life (and mother) that she's always dreamt about. As the antagonist, Anna presents a 

woman who is in direct opposition to Billie's expectation. However, when Anna 

becomes that mother for Billie, Billie can no longer live with the lie she has created 

and wants to be truly accepted for who she is. 

3. Root Action Statement 

Anna, who wants to live life on her own terms/under her own control, holds Billie 

at arm's distance and refuses to allow her emotional walls to be penetrated; however, 

Billie, who years for a mother's unconditional love, breaks through Anna's wall so 

that she will recognize her own pent-up longings, and as a result, Anna and Billie 

both experience healing and the inexplicable bond of love and forgiveness. 

4. Significant Structural Moments 

a. Inciting Incident: the moment Anna and Billie hug. This is significant 

because Anna realizes that she has a lot of pent-up emotions toward her 

daughter that she didn't realize were there and this threatens to throw her 

entire equilibrium out of balance. 

b. Crisis: when Anna claims she never had a choice (or desire) to keep 

Billie as her daughter 

c. Catastrophe: when Anna finally breaks down. "Yes I dreamt of you." 

Her emotional walls go down and it is the turning point of the play. From 



here on out, she can no longer pretend she doesn't care and feel deeply 

toward the daughter she gave away. 

d. Climax: when Billie admits the truth about her deception "They told me 

you were dead." Billie reveals this to Anna because her love for Anna as 

her mother causes her to confess. Billie doesn't want to live with a lie and 

wants to be honest with the women whom she has come to see as her 

mother. It doesn't matter that they aren't connected by blood but rather 

by the common bond of loss and yearning. 

C. Character Analysis 

Anna wants Billie to thank her for her decision. Anna is a woman in her 

early forties who has spent a lifetime ignoring the constricting emotions on 

her heart. She has not dealt with the pain and loss of having been forced to 

give up her daughter. As an editor, she can control the way films turn out; the 

story that is being told. She is a perfectionist and attempts to keep her life as 

simple and easy as possible. Love little, lose little is the way she thinks and 

views her circumstances. She doesn't want to be hurt or be a 'typical' 

woman. She feels things deeply but is afraid to express them as she might 

lose control. Billie wants Anna to provide a mother's love. She is a young 

woman of twenty-five: determined, intelligent, and adventurous. As an 

actress, she wants to create the story and live out her own sort of drama. 

Billie's story is a lie, but she is not vindictive. What she does to Anna is 

horribly manipulative, but she is not a vicious manipulator. She is more like 

the child who will do anything to win love and approval. 

To tell their story, it is important that both sides are equally presented and 

that the stakes are equally high for both women. Otherwise, the audience will 

hate Billie at the end and wonder why Anna suddenly became so accepting of 

this woman who lied to and nearly destroyed her. 



Why does Anna agree to meet Billie? 
Why does Billie write Anna? 
Why (specifically) wouldn't Billie talk to her adoptive parents? 
Who is Billie imagining at the beginning of the play? 
Who is Anna talking to at the end of the play? 
What does the end of the play symbolize? 
What story/journey do you see for your character? 
How does your character change from the beginning to the end? 
How honest is your character? 
What do you like about your character? 
What do you dislike about your character? 
What does your character like about the other? 
What does your character dislike about the other? 
What kind of expectations does your character have about meeting the other? 
What kind of preparations did you do before arriving? 
How does your choice of career affect who you are and the person you've become? 
What are some of your character's goals? 
What has been their biggest life accomplishment? What are they most proud of? 
Who is their best friend? 
What is their favorite outfit? 
What is their favorite movie? 
What do they hope to gain by meeting each other? 
Are their expectations realistic? 
How are the two of you similar? 
How are the two of you different? 
What differences and similarities cause conflict? 
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Love Chiid 
By Joanna Murray-Smith 

Callback Info 
Please be familiar with the following scenes and sections. 

Make sure to read the entire playas it is extremely important in 
understanding both characters. 

Page 6 Billie "1 can't believe how wonderful this is. To have you in front of 
me ... " til Anna "1 live alone" 

Page 9 Billie "Look at me" til Anna "No, of course not. I'm being very
cynical." 

Page 17 Anna" 1 tried not to wonder because it was never-ending ... " til 
Anna "We can manage this." 

Page 26 Anna "1 have no regrets ... " til Anna "Yes, well. I don't know 
about love any more." 

Page 27 Anna "1 thought it was all very glamorous, I had left school and 
wanted to ... " til Anna "No" 

Page 30 Anna "Do you think acting in a soap opera is ... " til Billie "No. Not 
even glimpsed. 

Page 3 3 Billie "You never wondered?" til "You had things I couldn't have 
got from anyone else!" 

Page 35 Anna "1 didn't know what to do when Ed left." til Anna "Let me 
start again." 



Emergencv Information Form 

All of the information you present on this form will be treated on a need to know basis. 
The Stage Manager and the Assistant Stage Manager will each have a copy which can be 
pulled out and given to ambulance or hospital personnel in case of an emergency . You 
are not required by law to answer any of the questions here. The more information you 
provide the better off you may be should any kind of problem arise. Thank you. 

744-8Z50 
Name as seen n program Current phone number 

-mail address Alternate phone number 

Current address 

Do you have any kind of illness or are you taking any medication? 
hO 

Check any of the following that apply to you: 

Anemia __ Asthma 
Diabetes --Chronic Back Pain __ 

Epilepsy __ 

Arthritis __ 
Chronic Fatigue __ 
Heart Murmur Hypoglycemia __ 

Migraine __ 
Vertigo __ 

Pregnant __ 
Other 

Ulcer 

Please explain: -'-________________________ _ 

Do you wear glasses? ---1\/L!tJ..~ __ Do you wear contacts? -'I'I",tJ,,-__ 

Do you use any kind of hearing aid? ____ _ 

Do you have allergies to any kind of medication? --,=S..:cLic:.! ~~o.:!..-_________ _ 

Please list a local contact and phone numbel; in case of emergency: _______ _ 
PArents 'Plly ~ ~O (a0V nJ ¥ -'J Z{2 7 



Emergency Information Form 

All of the information you present on this form will be treated on a need to know basis. 
The Stage Manager and the Assistant Stage Manager will each have a copy which can be 
pulled out and given to ambulance or hospital personnel in case of an emergency. You 
are not required by law to answer any of the questions here. The more information you 
provide the better off you may be should any kind of problem arise. Thank you. 

Name as seen in program Current phone number 

Cell: $7t-59(P -tpiID 
E-mail address Alternate phone number 

q6q oJ. Ca..rson s-6· 

roMe,! I TN '1130$ 
cirrrent address 

Do you have any kind of illness or are you taking any medication? 
nO 

Check any of the following that apply to you: 

Anemia __ 
Chronic Back Pain __ 
Epilepsy __ 
Migraine __ 
Vertigo __ 

Arthritis __ 
Chronic Fatigue __ 
Heart Murmur __ 
Pregnant __ 
Other 

Asthma __ 
Diabetes --
Hypoglycemia __ 
Ulcer __ 

Please explain: -'-________________________ _ 

Do you wear glasses? yQ.S Do you wear contacts? yes 
Do you use any kind of hearing aid? ____ _ 

Do you have allergies to any kind of medication? ______________ _ 

Please list a local contact and phone number in case of emergency: _______ _ 
{.lIen ScMiif 5/3-251-/5"01 



Emergencv Information Form 

All of the information you present on this form will be treated on a need to know basis. 
The Stage Manager and the Assistant Stage Manager will each have a copy which can be 
pulled out and given to ambulance or hospital personnel in case of an emergency. You 
are not required by law to answer any of the questions here. The more information you 
provide the better off you may be should any kind of problem arise. Thank you. 

3\\ <~i'S- Lt 5 ~i 
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kenQ:tv:0r\ Qd bslA., e~ lle-S: ~ l L-f- \ 31 5 
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Do you have any kind of illness or are you taking any medication? 
DC 

Check any of the following that apply to you: 

Anemia --
Chronic Back Pain __ 
Epilepsy __ 
Migraine __ 
Vertigo __ 

Arthritis =-----c:-
Chronic Fatigue __ 
Heart Murmur __ 
Pregnant __ 
Other 

Asthma 
Diabetes __ 
Hypoglycemia __ 
Ulcer __ 

Please explain: _________________________ _ 

Do you wear glasses? "'-l e.s 
\ 
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Do you use any kind of hearing aid? -,\l.....:....O __ _ 

Do you have allergies to any kind of medication? ...ID_'-'-'=O"'--__________ _ 

Please list a local contact and phone number in case of emergency: :::::S(~.~\ e., G\~"\ 
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Emergency Information Form 

All of the information you present on this form will be treated on a need to know basis. 
The Stage Manager and the Assistant Stage Manager will each have a copy which can be 
pulled out and given to ambulance or hospital personnel in case of an emergency . You 
are not required by law to answer any of the questions here. The more information you 
provide the better off you may be should any kind of problem arise. Thank you. 

Current phone number 

Alternate phone number 

Do you have any kind of illness or are you taking any medication? 

------'----.....-------------11 
Check any of the following that apply to you: 

Anemia 
Chronic -=B-ac-=-k-:Pain 
Epilepsy __ 
Migraine __ 
Vertigo __ 

--

Arthritis 
Chronic Fatigue __ 
Heart Murmur __ 
Pregnant __ 
Other 

Asthma 
Diabetes __ 
Hypoglycemia __ 
Ulcer __ 

Please explain: -'--________________________ _ 

Do you wear glasses? ___ _ Do you wear contacts? ____ _ 

Do you use any kind of hearing aid? ____ _ 

Do you have allergies to any kind of medication? ______________ _ 

Please list a local contact and phone number in case of emergency: ________ _ 



Love Child 
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JOANNA MURRAY-SMITH', play. Lm'e Child. premiered 0' ~Ielhn","e', 
Playbox Theatre Centre in 1993. haYing since been perfonncd through(lllt 
Australia, in Korea and New York and adapted f0T AU'ltralian (lJ10 ~Wf'dish 
radio. 

Flame, rroduced in 1994 hy the Grirfin lheatre COJnr~HlY, \\'(1S I;)fer 
adapted for SBS· TV as part of the Passion serie<;. Her other stage writing 
includes Redemption (1 (97). Hnl10llr (1995) and Atlonfa (I qqO) all f0r 
Playbox; Angry Young Peng7dns for The Church. whilst rl(1~'\\'right-ill

Residence in 1987; and Ridge's Lo\'ers for La Mama. 
Her screen writing includes episodes of Jmms for ABC·'J V, (,reed f0T 

the ABC-TV series Sel'en Dendly Sins, the mini-series, Cal;,m~l', :1nd ..Hil11i 
Goes (0 the "tnaiys( for the SBS-TV series, Siypack. lIer novel. Ii lice, and 
her children's book, 771;S is Joseph SpE'oking. were both rubli"hed in FlC)4, 
She has written extensively for fiction anthologies. journals and rariio. 

Her work has been nominated for many (lwmds {md in 19Q(, ({()l1I l /a 
won the Victorian Premier's Literary Award for PranHl. In the same ;f?11 

the play had a puhlic reading at the Ne\\ Ynrk Stage ~ncl fillll'" 
Powerhouse Festival, with T\'1eryl Streep and Sam \\l8ferston unclPf tilE' 
direction of tIlu Grosbard. Joanna lives and \vorks in Melbourne. 

r 
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The ,Iage is black: all darkness. Mmic playing: soulful, 

rich music. On the stage, two WOIlK'Jl are locked in all 

intense embrace. There is a surreal. almost ghostly quality 

to their embrace: it is timclc<;s, pl;lceless. Darkness. The 
music comes to an end and starts again. 

Lo\'(' Child (1993) 

The Beach House. Joe's Cafe. These should be created 

very simply, perhaps with only one 'prop': a glimpse of 

sea, a neon light, or some such thing to give effect but 

leave the playing space free of clutter to facilitate the 
almost transparent dramatic shifts of mood and time. 

Allallta (1990) 

While the physical settings for the scenes are suggested by 

the dialogue, I did not imagine HOl/ollr to have literal 

locations on the stage. The fluidity of speech, relationships 

and ideas in the play suggest an abstract, neutral design 
through which characters f1oat. .. 

HOIIOII!' (1995) 

Despite reference to photographs and the need to anchor 

the play in some physical space, the design should find 

some metaphor for Jacob's death and for his life, rather 
than attempt a literal setting. 

Actor's note 

The dialogue should be quite fast. Pauses marked or found 
through rehearsal should stand out as still moments in a 
fluid, fast stream. 

Redelll!,lion (1997) 

So here we are in this floating, poetic, impressionistic world which 
must be peopled by characters, their thoughts and their speech 

patterns. Like her character Billie Shields in Lo\'e Child Joanna 

Murray-Smith is 'good with words'. Her skills with dialogue, Ihe 

rhythm of her broken sentences, the build up of sl11all self-contained 
scenes, contrasting with the use of soliloquy, keeps the drama 

\\'URll, LIKE RREAKINC; GL,\SS " 
moving to some ~ort of possible reconcili;ltioll. alheit a tentative I'll!:'. 

It is just thIS tentatIveness. the suhtlety that is so painful and "P 

intriguing. 

The confront<ltioll is llSlI<llly between t\\-n characters 111 a 

movement like a pavane where they reach out tow;lrds c;)ch (lfl1('r. 

and then turn away, where their sters f<lltcr <-1" if they wcre ]e,lIlling 
the dance as they went along. 

She takes highly articulate llliddk-cl;lS';; ch:lr'-H.'ters in the P()"t .. 

modern world and unravel,>.; their li\'f's f~H' liS. Interesting tn cnmp;\re 
her middle-class milieu with that of David \Villiamsoll. \\'ho. on the 
surface, does much the same thing. Yet one l'C1uld no! inngillt' t'X(1 

writers with less in CPIllIllOIl. Setting. styJr. dialn.!.!lJc·. 
characterisatioll, plot ,mel theme are all totally at (ldds: (lIlt' 

playwright builds up his world realistically. the other creates hel 

plays impr~ssionistcally, in subtle almost secwt sentenn's. yet it j" 

still ha~ically the same world seen through opposing: "t~llsibilitie:-. 
It is also interesting to speculate if Joanna 1\1unay'-Slllifh',' 

particular minimalist style has come ahout because of the exigf'lH'if"" 

of Melbourne's Playbo, Theatre where 1110st of her pla,"s h<1\C h"rI 
their first production. 

Sometimes I long for the cro\vded qage, the s.recf~ct!lar dr,mntic 

action, that sense of ahundant life. e\'ell melodr;Hll;:l. tl1:1t \\-~lS nn('(' 
such a vital part of the Australian theatre . .l\1ayhe tlwt j" \\'11)
audiences flock to the big tllu"icals. mayhe it helps to e'<l'l,lin the 
contilJuing popularity of the opera. Bllt what a playwright doe.;;. and 

the reasons for it. are no doubt multitudinous. 
I have, whatever the reasons, great admir<lti()11 for thns(:' who \\'(1Il. 

in the difficult and restricted circulllstances of today's t_ht'atre. In the 
intimacy of a two-handel', a four-hander, PI' even a ~i'(-hander, 

playing one character off against another can sometimes n',lch sHe'h 

a pitch of dramalic inlensity it is like the snapping of a ,illiin strin? 

in a Chckhov play. Out of tlte darkne" of the empty stage, T"tlit. 
stripped hare, hearthreaking in their vulnerability. 

Lore Child is a l\\'o-handl'f rc1y;n~ for i,,, inH'nli('1l oq tlw 

situation. There is little or no physical action. The tens;c\ll is built 111' 

in single scenes hetween the two female characters. Annn. a 
sophisticated middle-aged \Voman, is apparently confronting fot the 
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first time since her birth the child she gave away for adoption when 
she was only seventeen. Her clothes, furniture, her lifestyle have all 
been constructed to do away with clutter. A survivor from the 
sixties, from political commitment and a failed marriage, she has 
constructed this cool self-contained world. 

Billie is the modern young woman, ambitious, voracious for love, 
seemingly scornful of subterfuge, but ready to use any emotional 
blackmail to survive. She is like the world's orphan who can only 
depend on herself. The unmasking of these two women in a painful 
confrontation of fact and desire is the high point of the play. Both 
women are manipulative, both are savagely determined on their own 
options, until the cool detached Anna is broken open by the 
passionate vulnerability of Billie. The fact that the whole play is 
based on a lie gives it that extra frisson, the element of surprise. 

Yet ancr all this pain and disillusionment it is Anna who makes 
the necessary adjustment. It is Anna who accepts without reservation 
the child who is not hers. 

The play ends with Anna's soliloquy, moving into a 
counterpointed dialogue not between the two women, but each with 
themselves. The final lines are given to Anna: 

And sweetly, so softly, we weep together for all the problems 
and the grief. And later, we go to the movies ... 

So cunning the placing of that last little undercut line 'and later we 
go to the movies .. .' . 

We look. We know. We feel. The heart reaches out. The feet 
move towards each other. Slow motion rolls over us like the 
climate. The eyes start to search. The thunder rumbles. The 
rain breaks. The music swells. 

Sydney 
F ebTl/ary f 998 

Introduction 

Joanna Murray-Smith 

Love Child sprang from my desire to write a play about the need to 
bl: knQ\l::n, and how that need may flow over the rational boundaries 
of thought or behaviour. It is, in a sense, about how the interior world 
sometimes dominates our exterior world. The need to love and to he 
loved cause a mother and daughter to face the truth about themselves 
and in so doing, they free themselves of their sorrow. To begin with, 
both are fractured, mcomplete women~ By the end, each has helped 
t!!.e other to complete themselves. ~e, it seems, ~Iongs not only to 
conventional relationships, to blood ties, but may be summoned from 
the strange, sometimes bizarre connections between human beings. 

I was also interested in whether I could write a full-Iengtntwo
hander in (almost) real time and keep the necessary tension alive 
throughout. No tricks, no leaps, no elaborate scene changes. I wanted 
the simplicity of thes~ women on stage, each trapped by both 
their personal stories and by, to some extent, the limitations of 
perspective of their generation. Billie, the daughter, has taken for 
granted the freedoms which women like Anna had to fight to 
achieve. Anna is forced to realise that her ideology was not entirely 
noble in its motivations, but served to deflect her from the 
implications of her personal choices, her own wilful blindness. 

Looking back, I can now see in Love Child the freeing of my own 
'voice'. The dialogue incorporates the rhythms of expression that Me 
instinctive and peculiar to me, the same rhythms I think that I had 
previously tried to suppress, fearing they were too eccentric. Right 
up until the first performance, I thought that it was destined to fail. I 
was shocked and exhilarated to find that audiences seemed to come 
alive to the play in that mysterious way which is almost impossible 
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to analyse. Many productions later, both Australian and foreign, I am 
still surprised by the passionate feelings prompted by the play. ~1 
when audiences have taken Ille to task for the ending, they have the 
energy of cngagen",~with t""'-workabout--",hich allPG):'~rigI1ls 
dream. ----- --. 

Ale/hoI/me 
February 1998 

Sue Ingleton (left) as Anna and Natasha Herbert as Billie in the 1993 
Playbox Theatre Centre production. (photo: JcfTBIl~hy) 

LOI'e Child was first performed by the Playhox Theatre Centre in the 
Beckett Theatre, at The C.lI.B. Malthouse, Melbourne. on 22 .Iune 
1993 with the following cast: 

ANNA 

BlLI.tE 

Director, Ariette Taylor 

Designer, John Beckett 

Lighting Designer, Phil Lethlean 

Sue Ingleton 

Natasha Herhert 



CHARACTERS 

ANNA, a film editor 
RILLlE, a soap actress 

SETTING 

The play is set in Anna's designer home. 

'~7" 
£)fc.-V v 
. v' .J;>' 

'<" : 

The stage is black: all darkness. Mlls;c playing: sOIllfIlI, rich l11I1sir 
all the stage, two women are locked in mi rntense emhrace: ant' 
older, ANNA. whose face is obscured, one younger, BILLIE, who is 
~, There is a s!:!}.If..al, almost ghanI, qIlality to the embrace: it 
'is tj!JJ.elil.s, p0..celess, Darkness, The music comes to the end and 
starts again, It is stopped, replayed, small sequences listened to O\'er 
a over as i someone is . ir avollrite music mwr to 
themselves wjth obsessional fam;liaritv. A voice comes Ollt (~ triP 

darkness, BILLIE S VOice, gallllllg silf?l1gth as she appears .alOlle Oll 

the stage, 
, \J''' ; ~l' "'. c. ,,>,. 

, u 
BILLIE: One can always find an object provided one moves 

sufficiently far away from it/l can think of the strangest object. 
but I must know that in order to find it I must travel increasinglv 
large distances,~f something is ~n", that something 1l1ust 
exist somewhere. 

Pallse, ".A ? 
When I read this, it was as if the deepest part of me was staring 
up at me from the pages of a book, As if my heart and soul had 
been turned into print and given back to me, All my life 1 have 
thought to myself: If I can think of something, the process of 
h~ving thought of it creates it. 

Pause. The music slt'el/s again, replays. 

That's the music I imagine, sometimes, that I will meet her bv, 

The l11usic plays again, 

ANNA: [offstage] Billie! 
BILLIE: [to the audience] Do you hear that? 
ANNA: [off stage, louder] Billie' 
BILLIE: That's her. 

Pause. 

We look, We know, We feel. The heart reaches out. The feet 
move towar~h ot~low motion rolls over us likethe 
~e, The eyes start to search. The thunder rumbles, The rain 
breaks, The music swells, 

r,c... Q \'Y\'t>v',<L 
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ANNA: [voice over] Windows on trams, in hotels, buses, through 
crowds. They are my eyes. I am searching. I have waited for this 
moment when I could look~ 

BILLIE: 'Hold'. 

\' ANNA: [voice over] Hold you close to~ 
BILLIE: 'In my arms.' 

ANNA: [mice over] In my arms. So clever with words. So clever 
with ... So clever. 

Beat. 

So pretty. 
BILLIE: Stronger. 

ANNA: [voice over] Beautiful. 
BILLIE: Intelligent. 

ANNA: [voice over] So clever. So beautiful and so clever. 
IfiLLtE: ATrttleITi'ore gusto. 
ANNA: My bella dOllna. 
BILLIE: Recognition. 

ANNA: [voice over] I could see myself in YOIl. I could~ 
BILLIE: Too obvious. 

ANNA: [voice over] The palest green eyes, like~ 
BILLIE: What? Like what? 

ANNA: [voice over] The bottom of the sea ... 
BILLIE: More idiosyncratic. 
ANNA: [voice over] Like eucalypts ... 
BILLIE: [as ijsaying 'not bad'] Mmm. 
ANNA: [\'Oice over] My pulse raced. 
BILLIE: More feeling. 

ANNA: [voice over] My heart heaved. 
BILLIE: Go on. 

ANNA: You reminded me of a Botticelli rising like a~ 
BILLIE: Too fat. 

ANNA: [voice over] Like a thin Botticelli rising like a~ 
DILLIE: Let's keep it simple. 

ANNA: [vo/c'e over] So beautiful~ 
BiLLIE: Once more. 

ANNA: [voice over] So beautiful and so clever. 
BILLIE: Yes. 

13$s"D 
~/, , .. -" 

oL~Vv~,. 
I L. c, t"r/ 
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JOANNA WIRRAY,S~lITH .' 

ANNA: [\'oice at'!'r] We will he friend:-. \Ve will make cUlllqll~\t jrllH 
together in the kitchen and as I stir I will tell you the ~tnry of IT'!\' 

lovers~ 

BILLIE: More~ 
ANNA: [voice Ol'er] 1 will read you excerpt~ fr()1ll my fa\'Pl1ri!{' 

books. I will read you pamgraphs froJll Jane ;\\l~tell rmel \';e \\ ill 

cry for all the-
BILLIE: Sturies~ 
ANNA: [voice m'er] And later I \vill give yntl my ~haw1. tht:· gre\ 

green one, and tell you ahaut your grandfather. tl1f" horse Ir:Hkr. 

BILLIE: That's it. 
ANNA: [\'oice (/\'( r] Your granJ-fatlv.'T who 1 melee! h(lrse~. 

BILLIE: And? And') 
ANNA: I voice 0\','1'] And your Aunt Pearl wi", danced with Pic",," 

on the Cap d' Antibes. 
BILLIE: ~1other. Do you oream ()f me'? In the cro\\'d~ \\'Iw pnr'l1\:ljf,> 

your dreams. do you hear me calling to you? 
ANNA: [w);ce (}l'l r] I he-,ll" you. r; ,! ,--,' .) ~ 
BILLIE: Anna. Oh. ,Anna ... Dearest f\nna. I'v1y dearc"r. ,"'nfl'l. '}e:l'

AIl1~a.. ea:·<A11Ila't~hnstens(lij) this is V(ltJr rbu£hter 'l'lt'atiJl£ \ 
c - CV1 ,,', 

Tel me this. do you dream m)' dreams? no YOll dream ill 311,? p.,,~~~,. 
ANNA: ll'oice O\'t rl Tracing of natural parents ... 

BILLIE: I am contacting yOH. 

ANNA: [mice 01'< 1'] At the above addre" ... 
BILLIE: After con.l'ultation with the Government deparlllV"llt---

ANNA: [roice (H'er1 ... COllsultatinll with the (fovt'rIllllenl dt:.-"p:.J 11nwnt. 

BILLIE: , .. dealing with the tracing of llatul';1 rare'.lt" 1\\:1:-: Ifllrt tb:\t 
I \Va~ born to you on April 3rd, 19AR. atQ?endign Baq? H(Y.;rifa9 J 

realise this mllst come as--
ANNA: [nJ;ce O\'( r] ... I ,ealise this must come ():\--
BILLIE: ... something of a shock to yon. I very much wallt to JTl~t't 

you. Could ye'u think-
ANNA: [I'()ice m'lT] ... Could you think .. 
BILLIE: ... about this and let me kilO\\, nt the ;:lbo\,e address'" \'(1111" 

sincerely, Billie Shield. 
ANNA: [~'oice (p'e,-] Yours sincerely,. Contacting. C01l<;l1ltatic'1l 

Department. Dealing. Could you think about this) Couid "'U 
think') Could you? Could? Yours faithfully. And n name. 
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BILLIE: Billie. Billie Shield. 

Pause. 

I was very careful. I didn't want to give anything away. I don't 
think that's fair. You might not want to know. You might have 
said no. And then, think of the torture a single piece of 
information might have been. 'I am quite tall with eyes the colour 
of expensive swimming pools.' 

ANNA: [voice over] Are you sparing me, or are you punishing me? 
BILLIE: If I know nothing. Why should you? It's better this way. 
ANNA: [voice over] Billie. Billie Shield. 

Blackout. 

The lights come lip. The stqge has been yery simnly 
tranifapned jnto a large-loft-like rpqee with clean broad 
lines, wooden floors, angled ceiling and very sparse, very 
elesant conceptual furnishings. Both BILLIE and ANNA are 
collected ill the same pool of light. They'turn to each other, in 
recognitioll for the first time. They st;;;;Gt each other. They 

\eJ>'1 T walk around each other in circles, staring at. each ot!!!r, 
vI."J.cI....... checkins each other alit with tremendous intensity-as if they 

were inspecting a creature from another universe. 7'l1ey stop 
again and stare into each other'sface. The strangeness ofthe 
moment breaks ax 811 I IE drops her small suitcase. I.\J ~ ~ 

BILLIE: I'm Billie. 
ANNA: I'm Anna. 

d-::;:''\ ~cJ;1 They embrace with almost viole/lt tension and 
vJo,i<.d 10'" holding th" embrace, they break free, stand back. 

You're so beautiful. 
BILLIE: I'm so nervous! 
ANNA: You're on time. 
BILLIE: I'm obse'8ive! 
ANNA: Let me look at you. 

thell qfter 

(so /0"3) 

She looks at her. BILLIE stallds amused alld seif-collscious 
IInder her gaze. 

BILLIE: You know, in the taxi, I could see you getting ready. Ready 
for me. For this. Smoothing your hair.~~u~ cups on a tray. 
Looking around the room. Did you do th~ 

JOANNA MURRAY-SMITH 5 

"'ali t 
ANNA: Well, yes I did. 
BILLIE: Yes, I could see you. I could see you doing those things. 
ANNA: [nervously jabberillg] I would have liked to pick you up. I 

know a wonderful route between here and the airport and you 
could have saved on the cab fare. 

BILLIE: Oh no. No. It was better this way. 
ANNA: But cab drivers are a nightmare. A breed apart. Emotional 

revolutionaries, I call them. A very strong spirit of independence. 
But does one really want to listen? 

BILLIE: I'm not-
ANNA: I always say to the operator that I simply won't take the ride 

if it's not clean. I won't get in. 
BILLIE: This one was fine. 
ANNA: [rambling on] I have to tell them exactly which way to go 

because I usually know the fastest route. I'm just good at 
navigating, always have been. I must drive them mad. They 
probably avoid me when they see me on the footpath! But really. 
if you're a bit of a perfectionist, it's like a religion. You cmd let 
go of telling otherpeople the best way to do things. 

-BltLIE'I can't-quite believe it. Here we are .... 
ANNA: I can offer you just about anything. I bought every possibility. 

Are you hungry? Or thirsty? Let's get all that out of the way. 
BILLIE: It's so strange ... 
ANNA: We could sit outside. There is a small garden. But the noise. 

And it could rain and then we'd have to move. I think we should 
stay here. I think that's best. 

BILLIE: To be here. To see you. 
ANNA: [tlyillg to hold all to form, maintain confidence] And the 

flight. how was it? 
BILLIE: Oh, are we going to do all that? All that how was your flight 

stuff? Oh, no, we couldn't possibly' You don't really want to do 
that, do you? 

ANNA i5 very taken aback by this refusal to play accordi'~ 
cOI1Vent;ol1. 

ANNA: I see. Well, 1-
BILLIE: If you start off that way it's just terribly difficult to stop. It" s 

all cups of tea and early winters and before you know it you 
haven't said anything at all and it's loa h~rd to start. 
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ANNA: Oh ... well, yes, l. .. 

BILLIE: [feel very .. ~ strange. It's like this conversation is happening 
through someone else's mouth and I'm just watching .. That's 
very beautiful your outfit. 

ANNA: Thank you. 

BIL.LlE: Very J. anesy, kind of thing. That sort of cut, isn't it? 
ANNA: Yes .. iyake's a genius. 

BILLIE: I'd like to just sit here and stare at you. Stare and stare. In 
silence. For hours/ 

ANNA realises BILLIE ;s \loy much (lll unknown quantity: she 
must keep up \virh her. 

ANNA: A little unnerving! 

BIL.L1E: I feel like gUlping. you know? Instead of taking little sips of 
you. 

ANNA: I thought we could talk, have some tea. I could show you 
around and then-you must be tired-you could have a nap and 
then I'll wake you at five and-

IlILLlE: I can't believe how wonderful this is. To have you here. In 
front of me. That we achieved this. Against everything. Against 
all the odds. We found each other. 

ANNA: You found me. 

BILLIE: Yes-but you allowed me to find you. And I just want to say 
this noW-because, well, sometimes when you know someone 
better these things are harder to say and I don't want to miss the 
chance. But I'm so happy. Incredibly happy to have you. Just 
incredibly happy. 

This is velY llncomfortable for ANNA She sOllnds 
embarrassingly restrained. 

ANNA: And I am too. Yes. Very. It's marvellous. 
- ----

BILLIE is slightly llnnerved bv ANNA alld is strailling 10 say 
something, bllt ANNA is doggedly Slicking to chit.chat. 

So. Look at you. So tall. Yes. What, five eight, taller perhaps? 
BILLIE: lcalled out to you. Did you ever hear me? 
ANNA: I'm sorry'l 
BILLIE: Did you hear me? 
ANNA: Sorry? Just now? 

JOANNA MURRAY· SMITH 7 

BIL.L1E: So many times and just ordinary moments. Anywhere. Over 
all the years. I'd just say my little prayer to you. I saiclmy pray,,! 
to you and I felt as if you knew. Not in your head of C"\lrSt'. B"t 
some little nerve in your stomach would leap IIp and you'd fe~l 

me. 

ANNA is compleleiv lost with Ihis kind a/lolk. 

ANNA: Well. I'm not sure. Of course. you never quite-I'm not 
terribly spiritual. I mean, I don't even dream. 

BILLIE: That's not quite-Anyway, I don't know. Thew's so much tn 
say, but I don't know how to start. Perhaps we should just act os 
if we're strangers meeting-friends. Perhaps we should pr~tend 
that I am here ... interviewin!? you. You are a ... What are Y0U" 

ANNA: I work in the film industry. 
BILLIE: SO do I! My God! e.,c,.,:J 
ANNA: Well, what do you-
BILLIE: No' No. Let's talk about you first. I'm amazed~~ 
ANNA: That's quite a coincidence-
BILLIE: It's not coincidence, it's, it's \vonderful! Anyway. are YP'J 

married? Who do you live with? 
ANNA: !Jive alone. 

BILLIE: [l;okil~I:~;;:;;;-;;;dJ..It's a stylish house. I always look at these 
houses in th~f2,ssieVll1d wonder if the people who live in them 
ever feel chaotic. The rest of us live in houses with rOOms 

because the walls hold us in. I think we take on the character "f 
our houses, don't you think? 

ANNA: I don' t-

BIL.LIE looks al0l1l1d admilingly. 

BILLIE: It's very ... minimal. isn't it? 
ANNA: I've tried to make my environment as pJeasllnt as p0ssihlt'. 

enjoy good design. 
BILLIE: My place is a mess. I can never throw anything out. 
ANNA: Clutter depre"es me. 
BILLIE: Fantastic lamp. 
ANNA: It's(fhilippe Star~ That's Featherston. 
BILLIE: That's so eccentric! Imagine calling your furnitme nailles .. I 

really like that. It's so personal. 
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ANNA: They're the designers! Philippe Starck IS a very famous 
designer. 

BILLIE: Ohl 

She laughs. Beat. 

I didn't imagine this. Somehow-well, I thought_ 

She breaks off alld laughs. 

I thought you'd live in a squishy little Victorian terrace with lots 
of shawls thrown over the furniture. 

ANNA: Why did you think that? 

BILLIE: I don't know. I suppose I needed to anchor you down in my 
head. Into something ordinary, Motherish. 

She pauses. 

But you're not motherish at all. You're still young}H~~v old were 
you when I was- . 

ANNA: Seventeen. 

BILLIE: I'm trying to imagine ... I'm here now, sitting opposite you. 
It's like walking into a situation that has a mind of its own. Like a 
film you're watching late at night that you slip into. Nothing to 
do with me. I'm just sitting here in it, trying to hang on for grim 
death. 

ANNA: Well yes. But I do think that we can be very civilised about it. 
BILLIE: Civilised? 

ANNA: Yes, I mean, let's not get into primal screaming or anything. 
We're grown ups, that's the good thing, You're obviously very 
bright. 

BILLIE: I beg your pardon? 

ANNA: You're obviously very bright. 

BILLIE smiles. 

BILLIE: I heard you. It just sounded so nice! 

ANNA is a bit put Ollt. 

ANNA: Why don't we just deal with the facts, Let's deal with the 
facts and then, well. That's somewhere to start. 

BILLIE: (lightly, whimsically] The facts. Facts bore me. 

ANNA: [cOlifi/sed] It's just that they're-Well, th-;'y're-TheY're 
there aren't they? 

BILLIE: All right. The facts, 
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ANNA: What do you do? 
BILLIE: [laughs] This is like a conversation with a lady on a bus, 

isn't it? You could be anyone .. 

Pause. 

Look at me. 

ANNA looks at IlILLlE. 

Look closely. 

ANNA, fak('fl ahuek, looks more dosely. 

Any bells going off? 
ANNA: I'm sorry" 
BILLIE: Remind you of someone'! Think you've .l'een me ly.:-fple'1 
ANNA: Well obviously, J-
BILLIE: No. No, J l11ean recentl),. 
ANNA: What do you mean? 
BILLIE: On television? 

ANNA: No. [don't Ihink--
BILLIE: Elizabeth Worth" 
ANNA: Who? 
BILLIE: Heard of her') 
ANNA: I don't think. 
BILLIE: Elizabeth Worth! 
ANNA: No, I--
BILLIE: My stage name. rill an actress 
ANNA: Oh. An actor. My goodness. That's precarious. 
BILLIE: [ love that. [ Ihrill to it. 
ANNA: I had acting ambitions once. A long time ago . 

. _1l.1'::L~E: ~hat' sthe genes_a~.!.'i~1 < ___ • 

ANNA: Did you go to ulli"@"ity'i Co1lec'e 
BILLIE: No. .,; 

ANNA: Oh. 

BILLIE: I couldn't bear it. The idea of sitting around discllssing the 

pros and cons of grunge nands. That's not me. f \vas ~lway'" 
committed to being an actress. 

ANNA: What kind of acting do you do? 
BILLIE: Don't you watch Super",ode{s? 
ANNA: No. 
BILLIE: YOli dOll" H'(1(e" Sllpermodels? 
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ANNA: No. 
BILLIE: [VCI}' diSlippoillted] Oh 

Pause. 

[hol,ing she'll remember] It's a soap. Sf! in an agency-there's a 
woman with red hair ... It's Tuesday nights ... 

It doesn't ring allY bell to ANNA. BILLIE perseveres, des!,erate 
for ANNA to remember it. 

And it's got Ihese goofy kind of credits where the name comes 
towards you on the screen down a cat-walk, kind of swaying like 
a body ... 

Still doesll 't trigger anything. 

fA little pathetically] It's very high rating. 
ANNA: [apologetically] I d?n't watch th.{commercial~nuch. 
BILLIE: But thIs IS, well It s 111 all the t'elevlslon m'~zll1es and the 

wedding episode was just-well, it became part of the national 
mythology. Irs huge. You must have heard of it. Pe,5 

ANNA: My friends really only watch current affairs and the ~dd BBC 
~, We must be out of touch. 

BILLIE: [still tl)'ing to cOllvey the sigllificallce] I'm recognised 
practicaJly everywhere. Even just now, on the plane ... 

ANNA: Well, it sounds very... interesting. I've always wondered 
about those shows. They sort of paralyse people into 
ordinariness ... 

BILLIE: Is that what I do? 

ANNA: No, of COllrse not. I'm being very-cynical. 
BILLIE: You really need to know something about the business to 

realise how lucky I am. Ninety-five per cent of actors arc 
unemployed. I have a six-month contract. By which time they 
will have decided if Angelique is worthy of the core soap family, 

ANNA: AngeliqUt,. 

BILLIE: She's a high fashion model on the surface. And under the 
surface she's a suburban nymphomaniac. 

ANNA: How nice 

BILLIE: It's very challenging, hecause she has to work on two levels. 
ANNA: Oh, dear! 

BILLIE: I get a lot out of acting. Sometimes I can feel Angelique 
inside me looking out at the world and I think how wonderful to 
be able to see life through different histories, different feelings. 

( 
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ANNA: Is she that complex? 
BILLIE: Characters grow. Not in the show. Bc),nnd the- "hn\\' , the::' 

characters grow inside yUlI. 

ANNA: Is that the kind pf acting you want to do" I mean. wh'.'Ie tI" 
you go from .. Sftperll1odels') 

BILLIE: I've been offered a part on Taxid";\'ctfes-thal',,, the ,,('[ies 
about female taxi drivers who are undercover sex therapists. It's 

got a nudity clause. 
ANNA: You have to strip off" 
BILLIE: Well. it's not that bad. I mean, I am in good shape. 
ANNA: But it's ... well. isn't it demeaning? 

BILLIE: Unemployment's dell'."Jilling' . . ... 
'-'ANNA: Doesn't it wC;rry you'what people thlnk') 

Pause. 

BILLIE: What do raft think'l 
ANNA: Well. 1-

She breaks (~fl reluctal1t. 

BILLIE: Most people think it's fantastic. Of course the intellectual, 
think it's exploitative, but they take it all more s('Iiou,h' I"an 
anyone else. Your average watcher kno\vs it's cliche-ridden. 
morally bankrupt sedation, but they enjoy cliche ridden. mprall" 
bankrupt sedation. 

ANNA: That's one way of looking at it. 
BILLIE: Look, it's not Chekhov, but what's Chekhov gnt to do \\ilh 

life" All his plays are about people who thil1k aboul life. M",t 
people don't think about life. And they don't haw ho'"es ill Ilw 
country and big tea lIrns or friends who are melancholy d(lctflr~. 

ANNA~lJhilJILChek.b.9'y is verYSQIJJ~n'l!orary. 
BILLIE: [sadlv] Here I was thinking how surprised you'd be tp open 

the door and see Angeliquc on the doorstep' The joke was nn me, 
wasn't it?-That you're the last living person who doesn't \'.'atch 
the show! You're not at all impressed with my StlCce5S" f)f 

course you're not! You would have liked to me to 1'0 to 
~1Ii\€isity. col l.1()e , 

ANNA: It's not important, I had a great time there. I grew lip there. 
that's all. I don't meall to he critical. I'm sure ypu're a \v0nderfl11 
actress. It's just that I keep \vondt''fing if things are' \\'prthv ('r 
not-and I suppose that question is rather out-dated. 
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BILLIE thinks for a m0ll1ellt: taking in the surprise. 

BILLIE: It', so different. I thought you'd be so
ANNA: What? 
BILLIE: Nothing. It's silly. 
ANNA: No. Say it. 
BILLIE: WelL .. Proud. Something. 
ANNA: I am. 
BILLIE: No. No, you're annoyed. 
ANNA: Not at all. 

j, 
BILLIE: A two bit actress, so pleased with herself! 
ANNA: Look, no. Really- f 

BILLIE: What a fool. To think you'd even have seen me. To think' 
you'd hold that as some great-

ANNA: I think it's marvellous you're such a success. 
BILLIE: But it means nothing to you! 

ANNA: Well, it's not my thing! Soaps and all that. But that doesn't 
mean it's not an achievement. 

BILLIE: Do you think I'm too naive, or too crude to understand I'm 
being patronised? 

ANNA: Well, listen, I mean we don't have to approve of each otheL 
That's not what it's about. 

BILLIE: What is it about? 

Beat. 

Anyway, when I've got enough money,~) I'm' 
going to buy some land near a rainforest and build a tree house 
and just lie around all day thinking about the earth. 

ANNA: You're into the environment? 
BILLIE: Yes. But I don't like talking about it much. 
ANNA: But that's something to be proud of-
BILLIE: It's a private thing. You know, like a wild place you dream' 

of and if you talk about it, it loses something. 
ANNA: And is there anyone special? 
BILLIE: A lover, you mean? 
ANNA: Yes. 

BILLIE: She's an air hostess called Kirsty. 

ANNA: How ... ah, marvellous. I've always thought it would be . 
tremendous to be able to explore all ol1e's-
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BILLIE lallghs. 

BILLIE: I'mjoking. 

ANNA looks faken aback. 

I had a boyfriend called Stuart but it's over. It's. 
ANNA: What happened? 

BILLIE thinks. 

BILLIE: Well he .. Oh, nothing. I don't want to-Do you mind if we 
don't-? 

ANNA: Fine. 

Pause. 

What did he do? 
BILLIE: He was ... weak. -- --
ANNA: No, I mean what did he do? 
BILLIE: Oh, he was a ... he was a doctor. 
ANNA: Did he leave you? 
BILLIE: Oh no. No. He was just a child, really. He had no courege. 

No vision. Weak. I try to make thin~s happen and he just wants 
sit back and let life unfold. Forget it. We make things happen. He 
thought I agitated aJlilllLe'li!r¥1hing •. asked.J.QQ many guesti"ns. 
doubted things that ought just to be left alone. -

ANNA: Sometimes you just do what has to be done. To save yourself. 
BILLIE: I don't understand. 
ANNA: It takes courage to do the right thing. 
BILLIE: What makes you think I did the right thing? 
ANNA: Well ... 
BILLIE: You don't know either of us. 
ANNA: No, but-
BILLIE: I'm not at all sure that I've done the right thing. 

/11" . "--e 
J"-ause. 

ANNA: Who do you live with? 
BILLIE: On my own now. 
ANNA: It can be very liberating to live alone. Not to 

anyone's whims. 
BILLIE: He pandered to my whims. I miss his pandering. 
ANNA: There is tremendous freedom in living alone. 
BILLIE: I don't find any freedom in it at all. 

pander to 
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Pause. 

Lnok, I did,,'t mean to snap at you. About Stuart. before. It's just. 
Well-

ANNA: That's okay. 

BILLIE: It's just. Well. when you let something go, don't J'pnJ\.eep 
~)king over Your shquJder to see if it's still there, if it's (00 late? 
When you wonder ifX9!1:"~~9J1e wrong for yourJltlP 

ANNA says nothing. BILLIE allOlrs a silence and then starts lip 
agam. 

Anyway, there's no love in my life I No back rubs for me. I jusl 
work and cat and sleep. 

ANNA: Do you have interests? Book clubs" Politics? 
BILLIE: What do you mean? 

ANNA: Are you involved with any--<:auses? 
BILLIE: Not really. No. Are you? 

ANNA: T used to be. When I was your age. 
BILLIIi: What son of causes? 

ANNA: Well, it was the late sixties. Everything was changing. 
BILLIIi: Oh, the sixties. 

Beat. 

e Sometimes I think you really ought to be dead before you're 
immortali sed. 

ANNA laughs. 

ANNA: Of course later generations have had to reinvent us. 
Somewhat shabbily. To justify their own apathy. T look around 
me now and I feel sad that-Well, it was just such an amazing 
time. It sort of gets more and more amazing-~as if it was some" 
sort of 'enclosed' time. Son OfQ~tQ its?!!'. l::>.c.. . 

BILLIE: That was you, was It, ~ f tl""liclit :3tep:~ III krnd of loose 
. , fl'''''''·, ..... purple slmts and pendants! (J 

ANNA thinks and reluctantly is forced to admit to rhe Olllfits. 
ANNA: Yes. 

BILLIE: Don't tell me-you were fighting for the right to wear loose 
purple shirts and pendants in public? 

BILLIE laughs. 
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Wow--Iucky for all 0 uS you won that hattlc l 

ANNA: I was at c,'f"'d and I sort of fell in with a gronr--'1Ild 
they were right at the heart of what was going on. I'd neVe! 
encountered anything like them l I'll never forget the fir>! time I 
saw Douglas Hatfield smoking these enormous reefers up the 
back of the <@. J thought he was Jim Morrison and Jean-Panl 
Sartre rolled into one. He-he was sort of the reason I [(nt 
involved. I was s.uch a timid thing and they ",'ere-they \\.'ere ~() 

fierce! I was attracted to their-well, I don't know. They believed 
in justice. They believed in fighting for.. Where would we be 
without the sixties? It's like we rose up to claim the future .. 

BILLIE: It's as if it had an edge around it
ANNA: Maybe you will feel that about your time. 
BILLIE: I don't think so. No one's going to write a book about IIIr 

time. No one's going to make movie scenes with great 
soundtracks about my history. 

ANNA: It's amazing how the myths sneak up on you. We were 
completely caught up in the moment. Vole were very active on 
campus. Vietnam and all that was raging. We had a conscienti('tl~ 
objector staying with us for a month-what was his name') Fred' 
No, Frank. Frank. He introduced me to Patti Smith. 

BILLIE is silelll/v m/fchillg alld Iislellill~ .. 
. COI\Qse' 

I nearly got chucked out of mi. We barricaded the door> leading 
out of the Dean's office. He had to call security to get out. We'd 

painted his station wagon with ... something. That ,was th!j" ight ~.,.D 
hi· . WOO"' 1M Who we-My God,l!he Roiling Stones were playmg at Kc~) ang. had . ,. ,; tf. 

to hitch and ... I don't think I ever got there ... Astri was ~::r~M 
devising a play about patriarchal-No, no, that was an"ther: 
time ... There were all these gorgeous women running aronlld 
with all these-well, they were such drips now that I think ahlllt 
it! We were all on the pill and it was-it wasn't like n,,\V·~~·-it was 
messy, all those relationships. But I was under a spell. Parents, 
parents' friends, the suburbs, all those boring exrect"ti"ns JOIst 
crashed. I had hair down to here ;md J wore thp,,-f' CTu~twd 

velvet-
BILLIE: In all this time, have you ... Did you imagine .. 
ANNA: What? 
ntU.tE: About me. 
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lIeat. 

ANNA: I tried not to
BILLIE: Oh .. 

lIeat. 
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But every once in a while. You must have~ 
ANNA: No. S;",P~ 
BILLIE: Oh. 
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ANNA: I tried not to wonder because-it \\'as never-ending If 1 

started to do that. I just felt, [ would never be free. [magi"e the 
tragedy of looking everywhere. Cafes. Post ofTices. 11ll""i"e 
always looking at people and wondering if--

BILLIE: Yes. 
ANNA: I think I just tried to make things easier fpr mvself. There 

didn't seem any point
BILLIE: [ see. 
ANNA: Are you all right? 
BILLIE: I'm ... rill surprised. I thought
ANNA: Yes" 
BILLIE: That this would be very emotional. 

Pause. 

I assumed that the emotion would just-\Vell. that somehow \,011 

would be-moved Df something. You're looking at me. I rllll :"('lH 

daughter. 
ANNA: I am moved. 

r Pause. I 
BILLIE: or course there's no reason to feel· .. --You probablv h,ne a 

whole different way of dealing with-It's heen a very difficult 
journey for me to get here. Right here. 

ANNA: I'm sure it has. 
BILLIE: I had to wait for my parents
ANNA: They're dead" 
BILLIE: Yes. 

ANNA H'ai!s for more. BILLIE clearly ;.m', Roil1,R to I'rol'hle 
details. 

I couldn't look for you until they died, They would have beell 
devastated. I would never have heen able to argue well enough 
that this had to happen and that it wasn't a renection on them. 
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ANNA: Are there brothers and sisters? 

BILLIE: One·- [Sliddellly irritable] I don't want to talk about thisl 
This is about us. 

ANNA: Oh, well. Sure. I mean, the rest can wait. We can fill these 
things in~ 

- BILlJii:-A~r~~.-Can I talk to YOt~?--------

ANNA is very taken aback. 

ANNA: Well, of course. 
BILLIE: I mean really talk? 
ANNA: Yes. 

BILLIE: About when I first started to look. 
ANNA: Well, yes. Yes. 

BILLIE: Can you bear it? I mean would you rather talk about-you 
know, nothing things? 

A is emharrassed, wlIlerved again 

ANNA: 'Of course not. No. Go ahea~. 
BILLIE: I was sixleen. 
ANNA: I see. Yes. That's interesting. 

BILLIE: It was one of those things that poisoned my blood, so slowly' 
I didn't recognise it. I always denied that I wanted to know. I 
always said: If she doesn't want me, I don't want her. 

Beat. 

You. 

Beal. 

Isn't it funny? All the 'hers' are 'yollS' now. 

ANNA looks at lJIl.LIE. filldillg tltis lerribly difficult 10 hear. 

Then one day I was watching a movie with a friend. Ridiculous 
really. A kind of Hollywood tear jerker. Ordillary People. Did 
you see it? 

ANNA: No. 

BILLIE: Very emotionally manipulative la@ lII'l)' lJ.:t.Sge A mf~risaR 
. - ,di.. DIms cue 'V@II, of CUdIse the) ars that's why --y work. And 

this child in the family is in so much pain. And the actor was 
fantastic. Everyone was fantastic. Mary Tyler Moore was the 
stitched up mother who couldn't cope, couldn't love, couldn't be 
loved. And the child was the walking illustration of the mother's 
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disability. And the whole thing just. .. shifted s011lething in mc. r 
felt this huge ... ball, rolling inside of me and I thought well. this 
film isn't my story, but this mother, child, family. trogerl\'. 
feeling, unfeeling, all of it: that's me. That's this great. grid: 
inside of me. 

Beat. 

I waited. I knew what I had to do and that made the "'aiting 
tolerable. Just knowing that I had to find you was in itself a relicf. 
When they died, I couldn't help it-I was about to soar .. 

ANNA: That's very. Well, that very. Poignant. 

Pause. 

Were they g(lt)d to you? 
BILLIE: Sure. They were good to me. 
ANNA: They were good people? 
BILLIE: Yes. Why? 
ANNA: Well, it's good to know that you were in good hands. 
RlLLlE: [genuinely shocked] What a strange thing to say ... 
ANNA: Really? 
BtLLlE: Well, I mean. Yes. Yes, it is. 
ANNA: [de(l'I1si\'ely] Well, perhaps it is. I-I can understand how ]C'" 

might expect me to be more emotional, but there is more than one 
way of feeling things. 

BILLIE: Realiy, I didn't mean anything by
ANNA: You never knew my story. 
BILLIE: Look, I knoll'. I didn't mean to-
ANNA: You didn't know me. You saw everything from the point of 

view of the child. 
BILLIE: I am the child. 
ANNA: Quite. But there is always the other story. 
BILLIE: I don't think a child sees things like that. 
ANNA: We are Iwth equipped with intellects. We can manage this. 

Reat. 

I'm a very emotional woman. Very. That's my weakness. 

BILLIE sal's lIothing. 

And I'm very glad you wrote. I'm really very pleased Ihat we C<ln 
do this. Can deal with this. 
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BILLIE: You look a long time to-
ANNA: It wasn't Ihat I had any doubts. It was just a matter of finding! 

the right words. When I received your letter, I felt a huge, great,:. 
relief. I wanted to fix it up. l 

BILLIE: Fix it up. I 
ANNA: Come to terms. There's no point burying one's head in the! 

sand to avoid- ! 
She realises what she is saying alld immediately rephrases. ,-

Difficult experiences. We have to tackle them head on. r 
BILLIE: Yes. ! 
ANNA: And my comfort is that with the passing of time you have! , 

become a clear-headed young woman and you have the ability to i 
get some perspective on things. t,'. 

BILLIE: What makes you thmk that? ! 
ANNA: Of course you do. You're intelligent. I 
BILLIE: Why would that make any difference? r 
ANNA: Of course it makes a difference. If you put our situation in a' 

context, it is much easier to understand. I 
BILLIE: What does context mean? I've always wanted to know. I 
ANNA: We have evolved, haven't we? We don't run around casting[ 

blame on people who are simply the victims of a time and; 
place... I , 

BILLIE: You seem to be anticipating something. f 
ANNA: What do you mean? I: 
BILLIE: Blame. Is that why you think I wrote? t 
ANNA: I was sevmteen. L' 
BILLIE: So? 
ANNA: I was very young. It was very different then. Women did what ~ 

they were told. Society. The Church. Fathers. I did what I was ~ 

mldtodo. I 
BILLIE: You make it sound as if it all had nothing to do with you. : 
ANNA: Well, yes I mean, I was a victim of a time. I was everything! 

that I later fought against: a woman who was made to feel ~ 
powerless, will-less. I had no control. No status. Later, I spent a i , 
lot of years fighting for a world that made women feel stronger. ' 

BILLIE: I don't know that I feel so strong. 
ANNA: Compared to me, your place in society is very strong. 
BILLIE: What about mY"'place inside myself! ----._---- --

r 
I 
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Beal. 

ANNA: Do you want me to show you the guest room?
BILLIE: Ah ... Well, do you want to do it now" 
ANNA: Well, whenever. 
BtLLlE: Maybe, later. I just. I don't want to-Maybe. later. 

ANNA: Fine. 
BILLIE: Have a lot of 'guests' do you? 
ANNA: No. Actually none while I've been living here. 

1 ! 

BILLIE: I guess I' 01 the guest that gives the room its name, then. 
ANNA: I don't like people staying much. Well, not you of cnurse' 

But usually it just disrupts me. 
BILLIE: Well, I'll try not to disrupt you too much. 
ANNA: Oh no' Really, I'm thrilled to have you here. After ell. v",,'re 

my-It's quite different. 

Beat. 

~[Lig/rtIYl You can stay for a while? 
BILLIE: I don't know. I thought I'd just see how-I didn't want to 

feel that I had to rush back the moment I'd found you. 

Beal. 
Anyway, I don't know anything about your life. Except you live 

alone with a lamp called Philippe. 

They laug"_ 

You said you worked in the film industry. 
ANNA: I'm a film editor. I edit film. 
BILLIE: That's an incredible job. You have a lot of power. 

ANNA: Spoken like a true actor. 

BILLIE laug/rs. 

Did you see Bogged Down last week, on 
documentary on the fauna of bogs? 

BILLIE: Ah, no ... 

]);,c"""''' C ~..
the ~-the 

ANNA: I do a lot of nature documentaries for television. You know, 

wildflowers and bumble-bees. 
BILLIE: That's great. Of course YOll don't get much of a billing do 

you, as an editor? 
ANNA: You don't get your name above the title, no. 

BILLIE: So it's well paid? 
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ANNA: Not really. But J like it. 
BILLIE: Wow ... 

Pause. 

And what about the rest of your life? 
ANNA: I'm divorced. 
BILLIE: What happened? 

ANNA: I got married when I was twenty-five. To Edward Berg. 
BILLIE: U-hull. 
ANNA: You don't know him? 
BILLIE: Should P 
ANNA: The writer. 
BILLIE: Oh. 

ANNA is very surprised. 

ANNA: You haven't read him? 
BILLIE: Does he write well? 
ANNA: Yes. 

BILLIE: I don't read anything well written. I like books with titles 
that are raised. [n gilt. That's gilt without the 'U'. 

ANNA: He's a very good writer. A good writer, but not such a good 
person. Well, actually he is a good person. He just wasn't a good 
husband. 

BILliE: What was wrong with him? 

ANNA: He was ... He neveL .. He couldn't communicate. 
BILLIE: What does that mean? 

ANNA: He never talked to me about the way he felt. Every time we 
spoke to each other it was about life out there. Or doing things. 

BILLIE: Some people find that kind of thing hard to say. One day 
we'll see all this mumbo jumbo about communication as 
hysterical and unreasonable. 

ANNA: [ think Ihere's a certain obligation to try to share your 
feelings in a relationship. 

BILLIE: But do you have to use words? [ mean, that means the people 
who are skilful with language always win. 

ANNA: Well, perhaps but-

BILLIE: Was that the whole reason you broke up? 

ANNA: We were married fifteen years. There were a lot of reasons. 
He took a lot of things for granted and [ felt as if J was losing my 
identity. 
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Sh(' pWlse.', H'a1'ering. 

He wanted to have children. 

Belir, 

BILLIE: And you didn·P 
ANNA: No. 
BILLIE: Why not? 
ANNA: It's complicated. 
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BILLIE: Because of me? That's terrible. I mean, just hecause it didn't 
work when you were eighteen

ANNA: Seventeen-
BILLIE: That doesn't mean
ANNA: It wasn't to do with you. 
BILLIE: Oh. 
ANNA: I felt that having a child would disrupt everything. I was just 

beginning to get jobs without having to grovel for them. The 
phone was ringing. [ was learning a lot-starting to feel that I 
was a Blod editor. I didn't want to have to drop everything tl' 
change n~~'tIe wouldn't have. He wanted a child. hut he also 
wanted· someon'e to do all the work. He was fine. He'd keep 
writing short stories and winning competitions and getting hi.;; 
face in the literary pages. While [ sank deeper and deeper int0 
suburbia. 

BILLIE: Didn't you want one, though? 
ANNA: I wasn't going to entertain the idea because [knew that all his 

high-minded promises would disintegrate. Why should J pay the 
price of his dishonesty? 

BILLIE: Didn't you ever think about the good things? 
ANNA: Oh, sure. Babies. Cute. But you know, you don't .i"s( have 

this beautiful little thing and pick it up and put it down when you 
want. It's yours for life. 

Uncomfortable s;[ence. 

I mean
BILLIE: That's fine. 

Bent. 

ANNA: I'd read a lot of books. [didn't want to be used as snmc kind 
of breeder. The conduit through which his ego would rerretuate 
into the next generation. 
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BILLIE: U-huIl. 
ANNA: I didn't want to be part of the continuum of bad Iwbits. 

Beal. 

BILLIE: You don't think it's natural, then, to feel a baby in your anm? 
ANNA: For most women. Maybe. 
BILLIE: Sometimes I think-well, I think that one day women will 

look back at this time and see the madness. The way we do about 
slavery. That a time so hell-bent on fighting nature could be so 
convinced of Its own credibility. Don't you sometimes think that') 
That the easiest thing would be to have a child suckling. And we 
could relax into something that isn't about choiet" or taking 
control, just about biological instinct. About being womanly. And 
all of us-acting in soaps. editing film, whatever-we are all 
trapped in some elaborate fight against instincts that would really 
free us? There's so much defensiveness, we've forgotten h()\\' to 
question ourselves-it's just automatic. 

She looks (/, ANNA 

ANNA: I think you're dangerous. 

Beal. 

I mean, I think that's dangerous. You can clothe it all in middle 
class modern-ness but you're just a slightly hipper enemy than 
they used to be. 

BILLIE: Enemies. Women. It's all so much safer if you write it big. 
What about liS? You and me. Isn't that where the real 'tnff is 
happening" If we all looked at our own hearts, this rhetoric would 

mean so much more. 

Pause. ANNA is unnerved by RILUE. 

SO what happened to him') 
ANNA: Who? 
BILLIE: The famous writer I haven't read. 
ANNA: He remarried. A blonde sociologist. Very smart apparently 

and they're very happy. I've heard he shares the dome,tic tasks 
with absolute commitment. Whistles while he Spray n' Wipes. 
Lucky blonde sociologist. They have two clever, heautiful 
children called Oscar and Grace who roam through life in Osh
Kosh overalls ... 
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IlILLlE: Sound" good, 

ANNA: ! have no regrets, I'm looking forward to getting older 
without all that work, you know, all that work to do with loving 
and living together. I'm glad that there's a whole section of 
bookshops I don't have to go near. 

BILLIE: Do your feelings always follow your principles? 
ANNA: Yes, 

Beat. 

BILLIE: Don't YOll ever get lonely? 

ANNA: Absolutely not. I'm looking forward to travelling into old age 
reading entire bodies of work by favourite writers-Dickens, 
George Eliot, Vita, Alice Munro-eating what I want, dressing 
how I want. 

BILLIE: But what about
ANNA: What? Sex? 

Pause. 

Sex is over·rated, 
BILLIE: Well, I was going to say 'love', 

S;!ellce. 

ANNA: Oh, love, Oh, forget it. Love, I mean, what does that mean? 
Going to dinner parties with other couples and waxing lyrical 
abollt gourmet cycling trips through Tuscany? No thanks, 

BILLIE: Well, there arc-

ANNA: Look, I'm not into fairy tales any more, Marriage, Love, It's 
like some sick religion for little girls and when little girls 
eventually grow up they get slapped in the face with reality, A 
world constructed to keep them in their place: right through to 
guilt trips about breaking free, That's guilt with a 'U'. 

Beat, 

How did this start? 
BILLIE: Love-

ANNA: Yes, well. I don't know about ~ove any more,. 

ANNA gets III' alld rmlks arol/nd, lost in thollght, t/'{}lIb/('(1, 
l/it'll hreaks ill I'ClY s{?ft~r. 

I Incan if YOli kne-; (l-l~;;~~/;;t'Y(~--k;;'~~;~~lbe everytI;T;;g 

would be different. We make certain choices because we arc I 
! 
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innucnced by. hy the icons and then well. the i('on~ mOH' (1Tl 

They go back on what they once said. They admit they rnacl,> 

mistakes. \Vhich is fine for them. But for those of U" \'1,.'110 il1fllg 
011 their every word. Some of liS might have lost something ill 

all of that. 

BILLIE re{{lises rhe pa;'1 ;11 this woman. ANNA rCRains /](-T 

surelless. 

or course, we gained a lot too, 
BILLIE: Anna, I 

ANNA: Yes, 
BILLIE: Do you think you could tell me about-About \vhen you h"d 

me? 
ANNA: Oh, Yes, 
BILLIE: It's just that I really do need to fill that in, These qne-tiolls 

have been knocking around for qnite a while now, 
ANN;I: Of course Yes. Well, I'll stick to the facts, I think 
BILLIE: The facts, again! 
ANNA: Y Qu're qllite right-they never really do anything ju"ticr~ (111 

their own, do they? Still. I think it would be the best \""y In 

proceed, 

HILLIE says Ilofhhlg. 

I had just finished school. I was sent to England by my parents
visit •. relatives, see the ....... r country, I went on a boat and I 
met a man, I thought it was all very glamorous. 

Pause. As if remember;'lg a tnlc she has 111eJ1lOr;sed in a \'()'~\' 

particular ~\'ay. 

I thought it was all very glamorous, I had left school and ""lilted 
to seize 1ife in a single gulp. Everything. Sex. L~ry. 
Danger. And I got pregnant and when we reached 11. 

there was his lovely ~l':it~ncet hi~l1 and off he went, By the 
tl111e I got back to t 'I was fIve months pregl1al1t. My 
mother's face as I got off the boat. I wiped most of it. 

Pause. 

I just wiped most of it. Swept a cloth over my memory, I knn" il 
was awful-how could it l10t have heen awfuP The cleanest 
solution, so far as my parents saw it. wa~ no longer an 0pfinn. It 
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was too late. They packed me off to cousins in the country and 

six months later I was home as if nothing had happened. All the 
friends thought [' d just got back from England and the surfaces 
were all smooth. 

BtLLlE: Have you told many people this story? 
ANNA: No. Why? 

BILLIE: It·s just so. It sounds as if you've

She pauses. 

What was his name? 
ANNA: William. 
BILLIE: William what? 

ANNA: I can't remerlC\-~ 
BILLlI,: Was he ~J ,~~ 
ANNA: English. 

BILLIE: Well, what was he like? 

ANNA pauses, trying to rememher. 

ANNA: He was.. Well, he was tall. Tallish. He was older than me, 

by a few years. He was. Well, he was. I don't remember. 
BILLIE: Was he dark or fair or what? 

ANNA: I think he was ... I think. He was fair. .. I think. 
BILLIE: Did you tell him? 

ANNA: We didn't exchange addresses. There was no point. It would 
have been unnecessarily complicated. 

BILLIE: Do I look like him? 
ANNA: I don't remember. 

\" BILLIE thinks, gets HI), walks around the room, getting tenser, 
feeling building. 

BILLIE: Can you try and remember') 
ANNA: I can't remember. 

Pause. 

I cun't remember. 

BILLIE-slllI 1I100'ing. 

BILLIE: Did you feel anything? Did you feel anything about him? 
ANNA: No. He-It was just-
BtLLlE: It didn't mean anything. 
ANNA: Look, I was seventeen. It was ... It was sex. 

JOANNA MliRRA Y-SMITft 
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BILLIE: Well, J hope he was a good fuck. at least. 

BILLIE stares 01 /1(T---ANNA is callKht in her stm'e. There ;.'1 n 
Ill'\\' fnne ill BILLIE's l'niee-on edge huilding 1hot ;50 /r'S\' 

genial thaI! before, less c~J!!!:._ 

It" s little strange. don't you think? 

ANNA: I'm sorry? 
BILLIE: Look at me! Flesh. Look at the shade of my skin and the way 

I wear my hair. Here. Like this. The angle that J II1rn Illy head 
when 1 listen. Do you see? Do you ~ee? YOll throw me the<.;t' 

pathetic memories. I was made from these memnries. They ore 

me. 
ANNA: Look. I'm afraid I just can't make more of it than it was It 

seems incredible that something so unspiritual could re,HIt in a 

in a woman, I know, but~ 
BILLIE: A few wE'eks earlier and you would havE' had an ahortiPll',l 

ANNA pauses. it '51 d(fflcliit hut shf' must he honest. 

ANNA: Yes. 

Silence as BILLIE takes this in. 

BILLIE: Is it bettcr to have no story to tell at all than a difficlllt 01W. 

do you think? 
ANNA: That's an impossible road to travel down. 
BILLIE: Didn't you ever think that you might keep me') 

ANNA: [savs nothing, then] No-
BILLIE: Well, why not? 
ANNA: Do you really want to
BILLIE: Yes. Yes I do. 

Beat. 
------------------ANNA: From the very heginning, it was something that \\,;1, Il~\'('r 

going to happen. From the momellt my parents kney\,. the j""lll' 
\vas of-making it go away. There was never any tinlC to think of 

anything else-
BILLIE: There was nine lllonth~. 
ANNA: The whole time was like waiting to switch something off. The 

idea of just going with this-

IlILLlE: This-
ANNA: This pregnancy. 
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BILLIE: This child. 
ANNA: Well yes. All right. 
BILLIE: Me. 

LOVE CIIILD 

ANNA: Look, it doesn't help~If you could just hold off on doing 
that. Saying 'Me' like that. I'm trying to say it as it happened. 
Not from you. Not about you. It's not about you. 

BILLIE: But it is' 
ANNA: Well, yes. Of course. In the end. But theil-it wasn't about 

you as you are now. Sitting here in front of me. Can't you see 
that? I can't tell it from the point of retrospect. From the future 
looking back. It's a story that can't be told except from inside it. 

BILLIE: My whole life has been inside it. 

Bcat. 

There must have been a time when you wondered
ANNA: I didn't wonder. 
BILLIE: But it was a choice. 
ANNA: I didn't wonder. 
BILLIE: You must have thought about it. 
ANNA: It didn't feel like a choice. Having a child. The child. Was 

just not entertained. My whole understanding of giving birth was 
of finally reaching a point when I could go back to where I was. 
Only. of course, you can never go back to what you were. 

BILLIE: You did your best. 
ANNA: I guess I did. 

__ .}~}LLI? says !lOthing. 

Do you really want to talk about this? Is this why we're here? 
BILLIE: I'm interested that you never even thought about holding on 

to your child. I'm interested in your amazing generosity to 
.....,--- so~Jety. 
~ ~--~~----------------+--

ANNA cannot let fbj 5 go, 

ANNA: 1gemiy begillning to fight back] Do you think acting in a soap 
opera is making any kind of contribution? Doesn't it occur to you 
that playing a nymphomaniac is not exactly a brilliant 
contribution for improving the status of \vomen? 

BILLIE: I hate to break it to you, but there are people out there who 
don't rush home to watch the latest documentary on the mating 
habits of insects. Tell me, do you just edit out the bits of animal 

JOANNA MliRRA Y -SMITH .' , 
behaviour which aren't ideologically sound? I'm fnmolls. I gel 
fan mail. I'm at the cutting edge of this industry I L.O"~". \ 

ANNA: You're sending out a dangerous me >sage that it's oil right 'I' 
laugh at the degradation of women. Do you think thaCs all right') 

BlU.lF: It doesn'l really bother me. 
ANNA: Does anyth;ng really bother you? 
BII.LlE: Do I bother .1'011') 

ANNA: My God---you wear your ignorance like a medal' Yon don'l 
understand what we won for you. Women like me. You k,w\\' 
nothing about your history. 

BILLIE: Which history are you referring to') You're so judgemental 
about the future when the future is exactly what YPll \\'ere 

beckoning in. 
ANNA: I didn't beckon it in. 
BILLIE: No. YOll gave it away. 

Beat. ----.. -.~--.----.- _. 

ANNA: I think we should get back to the reason you are here. This is 
just-abstract. It's not about us. 

BILLIE: Exactly. Your whole life is abstract. Your whole life is "", 
about us. Do people have any kind of role in this life l,f yOllls
or is it all lamps? All ideas? 

ANNA is shocked, ,'lays /lothin/(. 

What about Edward. the husband? Did you spend so Tllllch tinlf' 
working out what was fair and just, what was criminaL th;lt you 
never had any time for love? In all the judging·-·\\'hat have you 
won for your>elf? 

ANNA: You weren't there l You don't know anything about 11" life 
You walk in here and start insulting me about a life you haH'n't 
even glimpsed . 

BILLIE: No. Not even glimpsed. 

l3eat. 

If you don't acknowledge the mistnkes you made, how can allY of 
us muve forward? 

ANNA: If you don't acknowledge your history. how can we ~1(lP 

ourselves from falling backwards? 
BIU.!E: Fine. Fine then. Let's acknowledge my history, Sll that I 

don't have to fall backwards. 
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ANNA: Is this your revenge,Billie? Is that what this is? 
BILLIE: [all of 1I slIdden, sleely calm] Do you think if I sought 

revenge, there would be a form of revenge good enough? 

Beat. 

ANNA: Do you want an apology, is that it? Happily. I'll give it to 
you. 

BILLIE: My name. Just say my name. 
ANNA: I don't-
BILLIE: Just say my name. 
ANNA: Billie. 
BILLIE: Yes. 
ANNA: Billie. Billie. Are you trying to make me feel
BILLIE: What? 
ANNA: Guilty? 
BILL"': Do you? 

7,ley stare at each other and fhen the moment breaks as 
BlLLlE stands lip and walks around the rool11. 

I fooled myself that you wanted to he found as much as I did .. 
ANNA: I wouldn't have agreed if I didn't. Of course I want this. 
BILLIE: Really? Don't you mean of course you want to get Ihrough 

this? Civilised. Controlled. Managed. 
ANNA: Look, I'm not sure what you're trying to
BILLIE: What are we here for? 
ANNA: To get to know each other. 
BILLIE: But you don't want to know me! You want to deal with me. 
ANNA: That'~-irUe:----' -.-.- ."" ., .... --------. 

BILLIE: You've asked me nOlhing about my childhood. Aren't you 
interested? 

ANNA: Of course I'm interested. 
BILLIE: You never contacted them. 
ANNA: No. 
BILLIE: Did your husband want you to find lIIe? 

Beat. 

ANNA: Yes. 
BtLLlE: My ally. 
ANNA: Don't do that! 
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BILLIE: Perhaps he understood what blood means I Perhaps he 
understood the difference. If I'd grown up with you. I could have 
fought and left and come back because nothing cancels "ut blood. 
Once [ knew __ living with them always felt dangerous. There 
was always the shadow of good manners involved. [ couldn't 
walk away because there was nothing ... biological to beckon me 
back. No safeguard of blood to say: We belong to each other n" 
matter what. I thought you'd be so ... hungry for me. 

ANNA: Well. .. 
BILLIE: That you would sit me down and feed me soup and tell me 

boring, comforting stories about your Amish quilts and you'd he 
so proud of me. Because J am successful. And I am altractive and 
slim and clever. And reasonable. And you would ... hold me. 

Silence as they stare across the room at each ather. 

You"re not my mother. 

ANNA looks at her. 
Do you feel that way? Do you feel that there is a tremendp,!, 
space there? Not social. Something, you know. down deep in the 
chromosomes. something so ... crucial~that \ve cannot "ee it or 
name it. 

BILLIE looks away. 

I will raise my children myself. So that when they are twentv· 
five. they won't be standing in strange living rooms, introducing 
themselves ... I'm sorry if that upsets YOll. 

ANNA: [dawllillg all her jl/st how malevolent BILLIE is] No, you're 
not. 

BILLIE: No. I'm not. J am what I have made of myself. [have dreams 
full of little children in tiny shoes. [ dream the caramel smell of 
their soft skulls and their sweet see·through skin. And the 
children all have a particular expression in their eyes and when I 
catch a glimpse of myself in department store windows, I 
recognise it. Do you know what I dream of, Anna? I dream of 
mvself. 
~ 

ANNA: Look, Billie. [s this going to get us anywhere? What do you 
want me to do? What do you want from this? 

BILLIE: You never wondered? 
'-AN-N.~Of~-;,,;~se· j di r----
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BILLIE: But. .. 

. ANNA: But I mode another life. I closed my eyes. J switched off that 
part of mysel f. 

GiLLIE: How nice for you. 
ANNA: Listen-it's hard for me too. You wanted this. I-I-I've had 

to get used to the idea. It's not easy for me either. We let go of a 
part of ourselves. And now the children are all coming back. 

BILLIE: Do you seriously think this is a rational issue. Do you really 
think the logical response wins out here? Is that what you think? 
The writer husband-was he the keeper of the feelings? 

ANNA: I don't think it's up to you to-
BILLIE: I think it is up to me. And I think I'm right. .. When he left, 

did you lose the keeper of the feelings? The one who got mad or 
sexy or jealous, so that you could maintain your fantastic 
equilibrium. Because it is fantaslic, Anna. It is terrific. 

ANNA: I feel things. [Angrily] You don't know anything aboul my 
marriage. I felt things. 

BILLIE: [heating "1'] '!t's good to know you were in good hands.' As 
if you were leaving a child with a babysitter while you went to 
Swan Lake. 

ANNA: [really angry'] You have no right to tell me I have no feelings. 
BILLIE: Show me. 
ANNA: I can't display feelings on demand. 
IlILLlE: [Wlgf)'] But you can display a lack of feeling on demand. 

When you give something away ... 
ANNA: There were reasons why I did what I did, There were reasons 

that I can't even put into words, 

BILLIE: How nice for you to go to work watching life on film travel 
past you and just snipping out the bits you don't particularly like, 
What a lovely job. I bet you're brilliant at it. 

ANNA: I was young, 
BILLIE: Not as young as me. 
ANNA: Have you had such a bad life'! 
BILLIE: No. 
ANNA: You had things I couldn't have given you. 

BILLIE: r:.'2.l!hmt.!h!lIgs1 cQ.l!1JJJl:U)m:~got from anyone else! I tell 
you what 'women' need: the continuum. Our mother's mother, 
our mother, ourselves'and-Oiiff~ltu'r-;'-'i;;--our children. Babies look 

JOANNA MURRAY·SMITH " 
up at their mother's faces amI we glimpse (lUI' past and our future 
We learn from them. Why we walk that way. Whv we like 
cornflowers or rhubarb. \Vhy we make bad choices or WI ite gopd 
letters or dream a certain kind of dream. 

Beat. 

Your mother gave that to you. You took thilt away from me. 
ANNA: Don't you think you're too old to blame? 
BILL"': My God, can't you hear anything withoutjlldgilll? it" 
ANNA: It's you, who's judging I Can't you see that? You'le judging 

me for being a pitiful seventeen.year·old. You're jUdging me for 
a world that didn't look after me. Am I to blame for thoI') y",,'re 
blaming the victim. 

BILLIE: I'm the victim l 

ANNA: Well, maybe Yf!:.h!~tflarel 

Pause. 

BILLIE: If you were really so concerned aboul the world wnmen 
inherited you would have held onto the one \VOlnan you brcrught 

into this world. You would have helped her inherit it. 

Long silence. ANNA takes;lI something n.fthis: the anger ghes 
way to C!..!....errihle .~[l.!iJJJ:.1.s. She drOll's up words from w;fhin fin 
In"ittle spirit, H"ords ~t"hic" are causing her phy.'1icol pain. Shp 
speaks gellllv, the surfaces sflattered, real feeling al last 
elllerging.._~ __ ... "__ ..... _ ... 

ANNA: I didn't know what to do when Ed left. I wanted to he free. J 
thought I knew. It had to happen. But it felt as if my head had 
muvcd faster than my heart. I've been so skilled in taking all tlw 
facts and weighing them and making the right decision. y"" 
know, like a chemist. Like an alchemist. As if this thing inside 
me can be put in its place, this. this place where. where the 
feelings are kept. 

Pallse. Silc/ll tears as she flreaks. 

Yes, J dreamt of you ... I dreamt of a tiny baby crying in ,,,,n· 
existent rooms I climb out of my bed and walk through corrido" 
searching for you and this terrible .. this terrible realisatinn that I 
have had a child that I haven't been caring for. I ha\'e len il 
somewhere and forgotten it. And the dread I The 10<5. T he\e 
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IOllged for you. For years I've lived in front of windows, catching 
glimpses of you through all the different parts of me. My heart. 
My head. My eyes. Sometimes just sensible thoughts: what 
school you're at. How tall you are. And then others.. others 
too ... Wondering what might have happened if I-And all the 
time, the knowledge that if I let go, I wiil lose myself. Like a 
giant wave that wiil fall over me and I will drown ... 

She drops her hallds. 

When I got your letter, I spent long hours thinking about a future 
I never thought I would have. 

BILLIE: Teilme. 
ANNA: I don't know. I don't know how. 
BILLIE: Yes' Yes you do. 
ANNA: Well. .. 
BILLIE: Tell me. 
ANNA: Well, it's ... 
BILLIE: It's a Sunday. 
ANNA: Yes. You are living in a bright terrace house. It's painted ... 

Yellow. 
BILLIE: And ... 
ANNA: And I am standing at the front door and I ring the bell and 

inside I can see
BILLIE: Shadows ... 
ANNA: Moving ... 
BILLIE: Yes ... 
ANNA: And-I. .. 
BILLIE: Knock. 
ANNA: Yes! The door opens and
BILLIE: There is a child stanping there. 
ANNA: Yes. A child, smiling. I look at this child and it laughs and 

says-

Bear. 

BILLIE: Grandma. 

Beat. 

ANNA: I hold the child and I walk in and the house is filled with sun 
and I give you two bunches of-

BILLIE: Blue irises. 

Nat<lsha Herhcrt as Billie in the 1993 PJayhox Theatre Centre rf(lct1JC'tiflfl. 

(I'lwto' Jeff Hu,hv) 
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ANNA: And white~ 
BILLIE: Tulips. 

LOVECIIILD 

ANNA: You are cooking. Something bubbles on the stove. I smell~ 
BILLIE: Nutmeg~ 

ANNA: I say: 'Billie'. 
BILLIE: Yes. 
ANNA: Did you~ 
BILLIE: Get the part~ 
ANNA: And you say~ 
BILLIE: Yes! 
ANNA: And I~ 
BILLIE: Hold~ 

ANNA: You. 
BILLIE: You~ 

ANNA: Hold~ 

BILLIE: Me. 
ANNA: The child cries~ 
BILLIE: I turn, bend down~ 
ANNA: You sweep her up~ 
BILLIE: You turn to me and say~ 
ANNA: You need a haircut. Your hair is in your eyes. 

ANNA walks up close to BILLIE alld takes BILLIE's head in her 
hallds alld looks imo her Jace. 

Let me start again. 

She stares at her Jace ill silence. 

BILLIE: I~ 

ANNA: Yes~ 

BILLIE: I wish~ 
ANNA: Yes~Yes~ 

BILLIE: Can I~ 
ANNA: Yes. Yes~anything~ 
BILLIE: Sad. So~the sorrow~ 
ANNA: Which? Which? 
BILLIE: At the~when I tried~ 
ANNA: Tried to~ 
BILLIE: Find~ 

ANN/I: Filld~ 

BILL"': rOIl~l'ind~ 

ANNA: Yes--
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BILLIE: They told l1le~yo\l were~ 
ANNA: Yes? Yes" 
BILLlI,: Dead~ 

ANNA: Me? 
BILLIE: Dead~ 

ANNA: Me? 
BILLIE: My mother. My~ 
ANNA: But I~ 
BILLIE: You see~ 
ANNA: I~ 

BILLIE: You see'l You see~ 
ANNA: Your m()ther~ 
BILLIE: That was~ 
ANNA: They told you~ 
nILLlE: My mother~ 
ANNA: But P I" 
BILLIE: I went home~ 
ANNA: Yes~ 

BILLIE: I thought~ 
ANNA: Thought what? I don't~ 
BILLIE: My mother waS dead. I had so 11luch~ 
ANNA: My God--My~ 
BILLIE: Grief~As if~ 

ANNA: Go on~ 
BILLIE: I had lost all hope of~ 
ANNA: Of~ 
BILLIE: Catching up with myself. Feeling connected to--
ANNA: To the~ -
BILLIE: To the earth. And all I-I longed~I \\'ished~all of it-
ANNA: Yes~ 

BILU": Was lost to me. 

Beat. 

Do you ~ee~ 
ANNA: But I'rn~l'm alil'e~ 

J() 
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BILLIE: You're alive. Yes. Yes. 

Beat. 

I thought about all the daughters
ANNA: Yes-
BILLIE: And all the mothers
ANNA: Yes-

BILLIE: Drifting in their separate seas
ANNA: Yes-Yes-
BILLIE: And how if only-
ANNA: Go on-

BILLIE: I might find-not-not-my mother but
ANNA: What? 
BILLIE: Another-
ANNA: Another? 
BILLIE: Another mother. Whose child had not
ANNA: [collfused] I'm not-sorry-
BtLLlE: Returned to her. Another mother. 

Pause. ANNA tries to take this ill. 

Stuart-he had access you see-to-
ANNA:-YO-U;re=you;re' (saYlng)- -, "'---", 

BILLIE: Records. And found for me-
ANNA: Wait-
BILLIE: A woman who-
ANNA: A woman-
BILLIE: Who gave birth 10-
ANNA: A woman-
BILLIE: A daughter on the same
ANNA: Wait-

BILLIE: Day. You see? The fences that keep thoughts neat and 
orderly just

ANNA: Wait. Wait-

BILLIE: Came down. And I was-The SlVeetlless
ANNA: You're saying-
BILLIE: The sweetness of the thought--of that embrace
ANNA: You. 

Beat. 
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You. 

Beat. 

You dreamt this up? 
BILLIE: J-
ANNA: You dreamt this up? You-

. Pat;'" a.; ANNA ahsorbs what h~.; i,een ret:eaieil. 

BILLIE: It seemed so
ANNA: So-
BILLIE: The chance lVas there-for
ANNA: For YOll-

BILLII,: For hoth of us!
ANNA: This-cruelty
BILLIE: A gift-
ANNA: This cruelly-this
BILLIE: A gift for both
ANNA: FOrnie? 
BILLIE: A gift of-
ANNA: Of what? 
BILLIE: Of resolution. 

Beat. 

That's why-
ANNA: You're not-
BILLIE: That's why I'm-
ANNA: You're not my-
IlILLlE: That's why I'm here
ANNA: [dawning 011 her] Then who? 
BILLIE: No-
ANNA: Then where is my
BILLIE: /'m here. That's why-
ANNA: My God--You gave her to l11e
BILLIE: Yes-
ANNA: You gave her and you
BILLIE: No-No-
ANNA: You take her' 

Beat. 

St,lI-

,. 
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BILLIE: Still 1'01-
ANNA: Still born. 

Pause. 

LOVE CHILD 

I started to ... Do you realise ... / started to-love
BILLIE: Yes-
ANNA: / started to feel as ifI could-
BILLIE: Yes-You can-you can-with me
ANNA: As if I was-melting-
BILLIE: Yes-J gave you-
ANNA: You're killing me-
BILLIE: No! No! 
ANNA: I was all right 1-

BILLIE: No-
ANNA: / was all right and then you
BILLIE: I've-
ANNA: You've murdered me ... 
BILLIE: We can-You see-We can-I've
ANNA: What are you? What? 
BILLIE: Given you-
ANNA: / started to-
BILLIE: Something-
ANNA: I started to-love ... You felt that? 
BILLIE: Yes-Yes! 

ANNA: And then you? My God ... My God ... 
Beal. 

BILLIE: Does it-Listen to me, Anna-Does it
ANNA: Does it? 
BILLIE: Matter? Does it
ANNA: What? 
BILLlE:Whose daughter / am
ANNA: What? What did you
BILLIE: Whose mother you
ANNA: I'm not-
BILLIE: No. No. 
ANNA: I'm not your-

Beat. 
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BILLIE: You could have been. 

Beat. 

ANNA: You took away my peace
BILLIE: Nol 
ANNA: My house. My peace
BILLIE: Nol Nol 
ANNA: I have-
BILLIE: You have-
ANNA: Nothing. Left. / have-
BILLIE: Me. You have me. You have-

Blackol/I. 

S;!ence. 

.)1 

The light {,'omes IIp on a nell' ANNA-hright almost ch('e~flf1. 

compared to the derastaled ANNA we hare leJt. There is a 
sense that time has passed. 

ANNA: [to the al/dience] / gave away the furniture. / r"nft the 
Brotherhood. actually. Someone. somewhere in a honsing 
commission nat has my Philippe Starck lamp. I bought e"pry 
cleaning agent on the market and I scrubbed myt\vli'iie)l10use nntil 
I had to wear sunglasses just to sit in it. I stayea-;;; the emrty 
clean house for three weeks. And then, so strange. one <lfternoon 
I was lying on my couch staring at a small insect that had landed 
on my Kundera novel and / felt her unmistakable presence. 

Beat. BILLIE and ANNA are prese"', IJIII sepamfr, (acilll! the 
audience. 

BtLLlE: I call to her
ANNA: She calls to me
BlU.JE: She answers me
ANNA: She finds me-
BILLIE: She likes the way / look
ANNA: She's beautiful-
BILLIE: She's proud of me-
ANNA: She knows how hard it was for me. She feels my rain
BILLIE: I tell her I'm an actress and she rings ur all her friends to 

tell them. She makes me dinner and we drink wine. 
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ANNA: We drink wine and talk for days. I really like her. She's so 
strong and full of life. 

BILLIE: She regrets. She has wept for me. 
ANNA: And sweetly, so softly, we weep together for all the problems 

and the grief. And later, we go to the movies ... 

Blackout. 

THE END 



ADOPTION REUNION: DREAM OR DISASTER 
by Dianne Mathes 

http://www.globalserve.net/-mathes/dream.htm 
',fter d lifetime of being apart due to adopt;on, a birth parent and her adult child are 
reunited. It's a moment for the movies - or is it? Media portrayals have helped us solidify 
'he idea that adoptees and birth parents joyously and dramatically reunite and then sail off 
mto bliss together. Whatever excitement reunions bring, the reality that they occur after 
many years of separation and within a climate of closed adoptions caunot be ignored. Too 
oftm, participants are unprepared for the changes and challenges that reunion wi 11 bring. 

In a closed system, birth and identifying records are sealed upon adoption placement and 
no one has further access to them without permission by the court or its designate. None 
of the parents have direct access to either information or each other and no identifying 
information can be shared. Information can only be obtained by either the birth parents or 
adoptive parents placing information in the records of a Children's Aid Society which 
~ould be available to the other ifrequested. Historically, this has seldom been done, as 
birth mothers were often young, unwed women who were encouraged to put the 
experience behind them and continue with their lives. Adopting parents were told that the 
baby and their family would be fine and the records stated that the baby "was as ifbom 
to" the adopting family. 

These historic attempts regarding adoption may have been well-intended, but they also 
reveal an important myth. We believed that children raised in an adoptive family would 
develop in the same way as children born into families. We believed that we could ignore 
and replace the early connection and role of the birth family and that young, unwed 
mothers would be happier not attempting to parent babies. As the numbers of adult 
adoptees searching for their birth mothers increases and many birth mothers are stating 
that they did not feel they had any other options, we are slowly having to face the 
limitations of these beliefs. 

In 1996, British Columbia opened its registry and gave adopted adults access to their i~ve 
birth certificates at age 18. Ontario, once a leader in adoption practice and legislation, has 
to date failed to take this step. 

At this time in Ontario, adult adoptees and birth relatives can request non-identifying 
information from the public agency that handled their adoption. They can also place their 
name on the province's Adoption Disclosure Registry and if both parties are registered, a 
match can be made. If there is not a match, the Registry will search on behalf of adult 
adoptees but not on behalf of birth parents. Waiting periods for these services vary across 
the province, but scant resources and recent cut backs make it a lengthy process. The 
flood of requests for searches has deluged the resources of the Ontario Adoption 
Disclosure Registry. As ofthe fall of 1997, 16,000 searches had been requested by 
adoptees. This surprisingly large number points to the needs of those babies, now adults, 
to know awl touch their past in some tangible way. 



These facts mean that at lea.,; dne person 1Il the r~union has often spent many years and 
considerable effort searching. The length Of waiting, effort and secrecy often creates high 
expectations of what the reunion wi II bring. The climate of closed adoption also means 
that questions still exist for many people about whether adoption reunion is a good idea. 
These questions linger in the minds of those who choose to search, adding to their sense 
of discomfort. This can result in a need to prove, both to themselves and others, that the 
search and reunion were successfuL 

For thousands of Canadians dealing with the reality of reunion, it is also uncovering 
feelings and experiences they had not anticipated and many were not prepared for. 

Janet Welch (not her real name) was ecstatic when she received the phone call saying 
she and her birth mother had been matched through the Provincial Disclosure 
Registry. Her lifelong dream was finally coming true. Two weeks later she sat in a park 
awaiting the arrival of Carolyn, her birth mother. The meeting was everything she 
hoped for. Carolyn was open, warm, willing to talk and answer any questions. She 
wanted to know everything she could about Janet and her life. For weeks, Janetjloated 
on a cloud of happiness and could not believe how good she felt. Finally, she knew 
who she was and the pieces were fitting together. 

One evening, several months later, Carolyn called to invite Janet for Thanksgiving 
dinner. As Janet started to accept, she felt scared and realized that her hands were 
shaking. Puzzled by this reaction, Janet asked if she could think it over and promised 
to call back the next day. She spent all evening wondering what was going on. She 
knew she was a bit nervous about meeting Carolyn's husband for the first time and that 
she would have to arrange it around her meal with her adoptive family, but neither 
reason felt like they fit her reaction. She decided to accept, went, and had a good time. 
Much to her surprise though, she found herself feeling shaky and upset several times 
later in the week. Within a few weeks, she could hardly stop crying. She would get up 
in the morning and go to work, returning home to spend her evenings alone and upset. 
She told both her birth mother and adoptive parents about what was happening but 
was unable to feel comforted by them. The tears, upset and periodic episodes of fear 
and shaking continued. 

Many are sharing experiences such as Janet's as reunions occur and birth parents and 
adult adoptees forge reunited relationships. Complex questions and experiences emerge 
with reunions. As the honeymoon ecstasy fades, both adoptee and birth parent become 
aware of the number of years that have passed without contact or connection. Reality sets 
in as the realization that even without each other, lives continued - birth parents may have 
other children and adoptees have other parents. Through reunion, adoptees learn who 
they are and where they come from. Birth parents face what they experienced and lost 
These new insights and understandings take time to absorb. The accompanying feelings 
are often unexpected and can feel overwhelming and Ollt of controL 

As the numbers of adult adoptees and birth parents who are attempting to carve new 



relationships grows, it becomes apparent that the outdated beliefs and rnyths do EOt give 
them ways to understand the feelings and questions of reunion. 

"Here was my bestfriend wanting to kllow every intimate detail of our meeting and / 
was so overwhelmed / could barely talk .... she thought it was so wonderful and / just 
wanted to crawl into bed and be alone. " 

"/ really tried to keep it all together and handle it all but some part of me was so blown 
away and overwhelmed that it just took over and / fell apart. / had to stop pretending it 
was easy or simple. " 

"/t was as if the mask or protective coat / had worn all my life was taken away and 
there / was, facing my birth mother, my heritage and ME, except / had 110 concept of 
who / was and it was just too much to absorb or sort through." 

These are the statements of adult adoptees and bUih mothers after the reunion. They 
reflect the belief that since they were told adoption did not affect their lives, reunion 
would provide the answers and missing pieces without impact on one's present life or 
sense of themselves. The expectation becomes that thcy will retrieve the connection they 
have missed and longed for, the missing pieces ofthernselves, and their lives will fit 
together. 

Adoptees often find questions are answered, pieces fit together and they feel more 
complete. Birth mothers often experience tremendous relief and joy at knowing their 
children are OK. Even with a positive response, many, like Janet, discover that these 
experiences come accompanied with intense emotions they had not anticipated. Positive 
and healing reunions still have impacts and the new relationships take time and work. For 
some, the success and happiness do not exist to the extent it did for Janet. 

Some adoptees find that the birth mother is deceased after many years of search or that 
they are facing the reality that no birth parent can fit the fantasy they held for so many 
years. Most birth mothers were very affected by the experience and the secret they have 
been forced to keep is deep or extensive. For some though, returning to the memories of 
that time in their lives is too much and they cannot see a way to do it and survive intact. 
In these situations, adoptees may be unable to get the information they have longed for. 
Some adoptees make the initial connection and are overwhelmed with the enormity of 
their feelings or what it means to know their history. They may respond to these reactions 
by disappearing or having only sporadic contact. All of these situations occur and are 
normal parts of the reunion process. 

Reunion is the beginning of a relationship and a journey into understanding one's self. 
Any new relationship or commitment to get to know ourselves takes time and often 
uncovers feelings and experiences we cannot predict. Yet as we promoted adoption as an 
immediate answer in the past, we seem to want to promote reunion in the same manner. 
This way of thinking says that while we have recognized the need for connection to birth 




